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vAbstract
This thesis characterizes the two current killer applications of the Internet: World
Wide Web (WWW) and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) ﬁle sharing. With the advances in
network technology and radical cost reduction for Internet connectivity the In-
ternet grows at an awesome speed in terms of number of users, available content
and network traﬃc. Due to the huge amount of available data, developing algo-
rithms to eﬃciently locate desired information is a diﬃcult research task. Thus,
the characterization of the two most popular Internet applications, which enables
the design and evaluation of novel search algorithms, constitutes the two key
contributions of this work.
As ﬁrst contribution, this thesis provides a synthetic workload model for the
query behavior of peers in P2P ﬁle sharing systems which can be used for eval-
uating new P2P system designs. Whereas previous work has solely focused on
aggregate workload statistics, this thesis presents a characterization of individual
peer behavior in a form that can be used for constructing representative synthetic
workloads. The characterization is based on a comprehensive 40 days measure-
ment study in the Gnutella P2P ﬁle sharing system comprising more than 10
GBytes of trace data. As a key feature, the characterization distinguishes be-
tween user behavior and queries that are automatically generated by the client
software. The analysis of the measured data exposes heterogeneous behavior that
occurs on diﬀerent days, in diﬀerent geographical regions or at diﬀerent peri-
ods of the day. Moreover, the consideration of additional correlations among the
workload measures allows the generation of realistic workloads.
As second contribution, this thesis characterizes and models the structural
properties of German Web sites for enabling their automated classiﬁcation. These
structural properties encompass the size, the organization, the composition of
URLs, and the link structure of Web sites. In fact, the approach is independent
of the content of Web pages. Opposed to previous work, this thesis character-
izes structural properties of entire Web sites instead of individual Web pages.
The measurement study is based upon more than 2,300 Web sites comprising
11 million crawled pages categorized into ﬁve major classes: Brochure, Listing,
Blog, Institution, and Personal. As a key insight which can be exploited for im-
proving Internet search engines and Web directories, this thesis reveals signiﬁcant
correlations between the structural properties and the class of a Web site.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In the relative short time span of its existence, the Internet has become one of
the most important media for information exchange and personal communication.
Today, the Internet provides the basis for an increasing number of Internet ap-
plications like telephony, video on demand, gaming, Web browsing, international
commerce, ﬁle sharing, online banking, etc. The growth of Internet usage is ex-
pressively demonstrated by the fact that the number of Internet users increased
from 559 millions in 2000 to 1,018 millions in 2005 [Min06]. In the same period,
the number of active Web sites increased from about 7.6 millions to about 34
millions [Net06].
Although available bandwidth increases, there is widespread agreement that
the increasing network traﬃc can only be handled by an intelligent optimization
of resource usage. To achieve this challenging goal numerous eﬀorts have been
started in the last few years to measure and characterize the Internet [Coo06].
The characterization of the Internet is essential to get insight in how the Inter-
net behaves. In particular, researchers are interested in the dynamic structure of
the Internet, network traﬃc characteristics, user behavior, and application spe-
ciﬁc aspects. Furthermore, the characterization of Internet properties enables the
creation of stochastic models which reﬂect the measured Internet properties. By
means of these models, novel technologies and protocols can be developed and
evaluated in order to achieve scalability and improve system performance.
Regarding the transferred data traﬃc, the most popular Internet applications
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constitute Web browsing and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) ﬁle sharing. Both applications
combined make up more than 80% of the transferred data in the Internet back-
bone [FML+03]. Consequently, these applications are subject to current research
activities. Due to the innumerable number of pages in the Web and the immense
amount of ﬁles shared in P2P ﬁle sharing systems, eﬃciently locating desired in-
formation is a diﬃcult task in both applications. Therefore, this thesis deals with
the query behavior of P2P ﬁle sharing users in order to enable the development
of improved algorithms for ﬁle search. As a second contribution, this thesis char-
acterizes Web sites in order to improve the search experience made with Internet
search engines.
P2P File Sharing Systems
P2P ﬁle sharing systems provide algorithms and protocols for sharing ﬁles be-
tween individual users of the system (peers). They invented a totally new com-
munication pattern in the Internet, the P2P paradigm. In contrast to traditional
client-server communication, where many clients communicate with dedicated
central servers, in P2P systems involved entities are both client and server. These
peers not only download ﬁles from other hosts in the role of clients but also act
as servers since they share locally stored ﬁles for download by other peers.
These systems became popular with the advent of the Napster system which
was designed for sharing MP3 music ﬁles between users without the bottleneck
of a central storage server. Although the actual transfer of ﬁles in the Napster
system was processed directly from peer to peer, the location information of ﬁles,
i.e. which ﬁle is shared by which peer, was stored on a central index server. Thus,
this type of P2P system is denoted as centralized P2P system [LCC+02]. Current
representatives of centralized P2P ﬁle sharing systems include eDonkey [Met05]
and BitTorrent [Bit04].
Not at least because of copyright issues which terminated the Napster system,
novel approaches with an entire decentralized structure gain increasing popular-
ity. These decentralized P2P systems establish TCP connections between peers in
order to build an application-level overlay network which is used for locating ﬁles
to download. This overlay network can either be structured, as in systems based
on distributed hash tables (DHT) like CAN [RFH+01] and CHORD [SMK+01],
or unstructured as in FastTrack [Sha04] and Gnutella [Gnu04]. In structured P2P
systems the overlay construction is highly controlled and the location (or the
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information about the location) of resources is uniquely determined by the iden-
tiﬁer of the resource. Since these systems do not support keyword-based search
and their performance in highly dynamic environments is unknown, there are
currently no widely deployed P2P ﬁle sharing systems based on DHTs [CRB+03].
On the contrary, in unstructured P2P systems, the location of resources is deter-
mined by a search process which generally incorporates "ﬂooding" the entire or
parts of the overlay network. These P2P systems support keyword-based search
and are resilient to frequent leaves, joins, and topology changes.
Designing a search protocol for a P2P ﬁle sharing system, regardless of whether
it is structured, unstructured, or following any other approach, requires the evalu-
ation of diﬀerent design alternatives. In early stages of the design process, analytic
models can support design decisions by providing aggregate measures of protocol
performance. However, later design stages require detailed simulation studies or
even ﬁeld studies based on software prototypes. Such performance evaluations re-
quire both a detailed model of the considered system as well as a detailed workload
model to mimic the load that the system has to bear during operation. An im-
portant aspect of a detailed workload model constitutes a user's active behavior,
i.e. the generation of queries. For example, Chawathe et al. [CRB+03] use simula-
tions of client query behavior to evaluate a new overlay network architecture and
a new biased random walk search protocol, whereas Ge et al. [GFJ+03] use an
analytic model of query behavior to compare alternative directory architectures
and search protocols.
Recent studies have provided important partial characterizations of peer be-
havior, including aggregate distributions of session durations, time between down-
loads, query and ﬁle popularity, requested ﬁle sizes, and measured bandwidth be-
tween the peer and the Internet at large [BSV03], [GDS+03], [SGD+02], [SGG02],
[SW02], [Sri01], [YGM01]. Several of these studies consider the impact of time
of day or another speciﬁc correlation between the measured parameters. How-
ever, previous workload studies have two signiﬁcant drawbacks for constructing
realistic synthetic workloads: (1) they are incomplete with respect to correlations
among the workload measures, and (2) they include aggregate measures that ob-
scure heterogeneous behavior across diﬀerent classes of peers or across diﬀerent
periods of time. In Chapter 3, this thesis presents a detailed workload model for
the query behavior of P2P ﬁle sharing users which captures all key correlations
and allows the synthetic generation of query workload for individual users.
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World Wide Web
While a key research problem for P2P ﬁle sharing systems is to improve the
eﬃciency of the search algorithm, enhancing the quality of search results in the
Web is another current research topic. The task of ﬁnding relevant information in
the Web is in general processed by Internet search engines like Google [Goo05] or
MSN Search [Mic05] or by Web directories like Yahoo [Yah05] and DMOZ [Net05].
Enhancing the functionality and/or operation of search engines and directory
services is crucial for coping with the immense growth of the Web. The four
key components of Internet search engines constitute the crawling strategy, the
refreshing strategy, the ranking method, as well as a spam detection method
[ACGM+01]. Crawling strategies specify which of the known Web pages shall
be crawled and indexed by the search engine. Refreshing strategies determine
how often the search engine shall update the Web pages of the index. Ranking
methods determine the order in which the search engine displays the URLs of
Web pages matching a search query. Spam detection methods identify collections
of Web pages or entire Web sites with useless content, whose only purpose lies in
fooling the ranking methods of popular Internet search engines.
Today's leading Internet search engines already distinguish in their operation
between diﬀerent top-level domains. For example, the order in which the pages
matching a search query are displayed by the search engine Google [Goo05] is
diﬀerent in www.google.com and www.google.de. Further knowledge, such as
some classiﬁcation of individual Web sites within a particular top-level domain,
will be extremely valuable for improving the capabilities of search engines. In fact,
the coarse classiﬁcation of individual Web sites will allow the improvement of each
of the four key components of search engines mentioned above. First, the coarse
classiﬁcation of Web sites can support focused crawling, i.e. it provides means to
crawl only sites which belong to a speciﬁc class, thus enabling specialized search,
e.g., Web log search. Second, as shown in [CGM00] and [FMNW03], the evolution
of Web pages correlates to the class of the corresponding site. For example, pages
in the .com domain change more frequently than in the .edu domain. Thus,
knowing a site's class (not only the top-level domain) can certainly improve the
refreshing strategy. Third, ranking algorithms can beneﬁt from site classiﬁcation
by tagging search results with the class of the corresponding Web site or grouping
them by presenting the top ten results for each class. Furthermore, personalized
ranking could be performed by favoring results from a certain class of interest.
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Fourth, the identiﬁcation of spam sites would enable their ﬁltering and, thus,
improve the overall search experience. Moreover, the automatic classiﬁcation of
Web sites can ease the manual maintenance of Web directories by an automatic
preselection of categories.
Since a very coarse classiﬁcation of Web sites as commercial, organizational,
or educational can be performed by considering their top-level domain, e.g. .com,
.org, or .edu, it is in part trivial for some Web sites which are often physically
located in the US. But as online shops, information portals, and companies share
the top-level domain .com, the classiﬁcation becomes inaccurate. Furthermore,
Web sites of various classes reside in the same top-level domain in countries other
than the US, e.g. .ch, .de, or .fr.
The main disadvantage of the approaches presented in scientiﬁc literature,
e.g. [EKS02], [KS04], and [THG+03], is that they are content-based, i.e. they rely
on the occurrence of speciﬁc terms which are related to diﬀerent topics. These
approaches inherently depend on the language used in the pages. Thus, a content-
based classiﬁer must be trained separately for each language. Furthermore, those
classiﬁers are very expensive in terms of computational costs because the feature-
space, i.e. the number of diﬀerent terms considered for the classiﬁcation, is in
general very large. Chapter 4 presents a comprehensive characterization of Ger-
man Web sites which reveals that there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the structural
properties of Web sites belonging to diﬀerent classes. This characterization builds
the basis for novel content-independent classiﬁcation approaches which are solely
based on a small number of structural properties.
1.2 Summary of Contributions of this Thesis
This thesis provides characterizations of the two most popular applications in
today's Internet. Thus, its contribution is two-fold. For improving the search ef-
ﬁciency of P2P ﬁle sharing systems, the characterization of the query behavior
of individual peers provides means for the development and evaluation of novel
system designs. Furthermore, a detailed characterization of the structural prop-
erties of Web sites builds the basis for enhancing the quality of search results in
Internet search engines and Web directories. This section summarizes the main
results for both applications.
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Characterization of the Query Behavior in Peer-to-Peer File Sharing
Systems
As ﬁrst contribution, this thesis presents a synthetic workload model for the query
behavior in P2P ﬁle sharing systems. In a passive measurement study conducted
in the Gnutella P2P ﬁle sharing system [Gnu04] over a period of 40 days, more
than four million connected sessions are recorded. Based on this measurement
study, this thesis analyzes the query behavior of P2P ﬁle sharing peers. Opposed
to previous work which provides various aggregate workload statistics, we char-
acterize peer behavior in a form that can be used for constructing representative
synthetic workloads for evaluating novel P2P system designs. Therefore, the query
behavior of individual peers is analyzed by considering only query messages for
which the issuer can be uniquely identiﬁed. Furthermore, queries that are speciﬁc
to the Gnutella system are eliminated, such as automated re-queries that are is-
sued by some client implementations. Thus, the obtained results can be applied
to P2P ﬁle sharing systems other than Gnutella as well.
The characterization of the query behavior considers all workload measures
which are necessary for building a synthetic workload model. These measures in-
clude the fraction of connected sessions that are completely passive (i.e. no queries
are issued), the duration of such sessions, and for each active session, the number
of queries issued, the time until sending the ﬁrst query, the time between sending
two subsequent queries, the time after sending the last query, and the query pop-
ularity. To reveal environmental inﬂuences on user behavior, the characterization
examines the correlation to the geographical region of the issuer and the time of
day for each workload measure. The results show that there are signiﬁcant dif-
ferences in the user behavior of peers in diﬀerent geographical regions (i.e. Asia,
Europe, or North America) and at diﬀerent times of the day. Moreover, the char-
acterization exposes additional correlations among the workload measures which
have to be considered for generating realistic workload.
Based on the characterization of the individual workload measures, this thesis
develops a synthetic workload model for the query behavior of individual peers.
This workload model is composed of probability distribution functions which are
ﬁtted to the measured data and captures all key correlations in the measures in
the form of conditional distributions. Moreover, this thesis provides all required
distribution functions and parameters, such that the workload model can be di-
rectly applied in performance models for P2P ﬁle sharing systems.
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Characterization of Web Sites by their Structural Properties
The second contribution of this thesis comprises the measurement-based char-
acterization of Web sites in terms of their structural properties. The structural
properties reﬂect the size, the organization, the composition of URLs, and the link
structure of Web sites. Compared with previous work, which either just considers
the link structure as [BKM+00], [DKM+02] or the change ratio of content of Web
pages as [CGM00], [NCO04], [FMNW03], the proposed set of measures provides
a comprehensive characterization of entire Web sites rather than just considering
individual pages. Since these measures entirely rely on structural properties of
Web sites, they can be derived without inspecting the content of Web pages and
thus are language-independent.
This thesis presents results of a comprehensive Web measurement study of
Web sites belonging to the twelve major categories of the German Web. These
categories include, amongst others, academic institutions, Web logs, online fo-
rums, information portals, online shops, small and medium-sized enterprises, and
private homepages. Overall, more than 2,300 Web sites with more than 11 million
Web pages are crawled. The analysis of the measured data shows that Web sites
belonging to speciﬁc categories are similar in terms of their structural properties,
whereas there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences to Web sites belonging to other cate-
gories. Thus, similar categories of Web sites can be grouped into classes which
signiﬁcantly diﬀer in their structural properties. A key observation of the analysis
is that Web site categories grouped into the same class are not only similar with
respect to structural properties but are also functionally related. For example,
Web sites of the categories online shop and information portal are grouped into
the same class Listing because they have both similar structural properties and
similar function in that they list numerous items.
Based on this observation, we present a detailed characterization of Web sites
belonging to the classes Brochure, Listing, Blog, Institution, and Personal with
the goal of identifying structural properties of Web sites which allow their auto-
mated coarse classiﬁcation. The characterization reveals signiﬁcant correlations
between the structural properties and the class of a Web site as well as certain
correlations among the structural properties. Furthermore, this thesis provides
probability distributions and ﬁtted parameters for direct application in classiﬁers
as, e.g., the naïve Bayes classiﬁer [DHS01].
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1.3 Publications Making up this Thesis
The characterization of the query behavior in P2P ﬁle sharing systems pre-
sented in Chapter 3 has been published in [KLVW04] and with a diﬀerent fo-
cus in [KLW04b]. Both papers have been co-authored with Oliver Waldhorst. In
[KLVW04] and [KLW04b], the author of this thesis developed the measurement
setup and the framework for characterizing user behavior. Oliver Waldhorst con-
ducted experiments to conﬁrm the representativeness of the measured data and
supported the analytical modeling. The paper [KLVW04] was also co-authored
by Mary Vernon who supported the completion of the paper by discussion of the
measurement results.
The characterization of Web sites by their structural properties presented in
Chapter 4 has been jointly performed with Lars Littig. The author analyzed the
measured data, characterized the structural properties of Web sites and derived
model distributions for each measure. Lars Littig is developing a classiﬁer which
exploits the measurement results for the automated classiﬁcation of Web sites.
Furthermore, the author of this thesis co-authored several publications which
are not part of this thesis. [KLL01] provides a synthetic workload model for
UMTS traﬃc and is co-authored with Marco Lohmann. In this paper, the author
measured and characterized the Internet traﬃc of dial-in users, whereas Marco
Lohmann developed a mathematical framework to derive eﬀective traﬃc models.
The papers [KLL02] and [KLL03] are also co-authored with Marco Lohmann
and provide a novel approach for modeling IP traﬃc. These papers are part
of Marco Lohmann's Ph.D. thesis [Loh04]. The author contributed to [KLL02]
and [KLL03] by measuring and characterizing the Internet traﬃc behavior of
dial-in Internet users. The analysis of the measured data served as comparative
modeling approach for an analytic traﬃc model based on the Batch Markovian
Arrival Process. Marco Lohmann developed a novel parameter estimation method
for this analytic traﬃc model.
In another paper co-authored with Sherif ElRakabawy, the author co-
developed a novel variant of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) with sig-
niﬁcantly improved performance in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) [EKL05].
In this paper, the author identiﬁed the variation in the round-trip times (RTT)
as eﬀective measure for contention in MANET. Sherif ElRakabawy developed a
rate-based formula for appropriately pacing the TCP sender and conducted the
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simulation experiments.
The papers [KLW03] and [KLW04a] are co-authored with Oliver Waldhorst
and part of his Ph.D. thesis [Wal05]. In [KLW03], the author developed the
transport protocol for the ORION system while Oliver Waldhorst designed the
search algorithm. In [KLW04a], the author showed at the example of ORION that
cross-layer information transfer can improve the performance of P2P systems in
MANET. Oliver Waldhorst discussed the shortcomings of oﬀ-the-shelf P2P sys-
tems in such environments and presented PDI as a possible solution based on
epidemic data dissemination.
The publications [LTK+00] and [LTK+02] are part of the Ph.D. thesis of Axel
Thümmler [Thü03] and deal with the performance analysis of time-enhanced
UML diagrams. In these papers, the author developed the algorithm for convert-
ing time-enhanced UML diagrams into stochastic Petri nets which are the basis
for performance analysis by means of stochastic processes.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 compiles and recalls basic techniques
for the measurement and characterization of Internet applications. Therefore, it
provides the methodological background for the measurement-based character-
izations presented in Chapters 3 and 4. It summarizes important aspects for
conducting meaningful and representative measurements in Section 2.1 and out-
lines three approaches for analyzing correlations in Section 2.2. An introduction
to characterizing measured data with probability distribution functions is given
in Section 2.3.
Chapter 3 characterizes the query workload in P2P ﬁle sharing systems based
on measurements in the Gnutella network. After recalling the basic functionality
of the Gnutella protocol and discussing previous work in Sections 3.1 and 3.2,
respectively, Section 3.3 outlines the measurement methodology tailored to the
Gnutella overlay network and shows the representativeness of the measured data.
A detailed workload model for the query behavior in P2P ﬁle sharing systems
based on the characterization of the measured data is presented in Section 3.4.
This section in particular includes a complete set of distribution functions and
parameters which reﬂect the query behavior of individual peers and capture all
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signiﬁcant correlations. Furthermore, the major results of the characterization are
summarized in Section 3.5
The characterization of structural properties of Web sites is the subject of
Chapter 4. Section 4.1 relates previous characterization results for the Web to
the characterization of Web site structure presented in this chapter. Afterwards,
Section 4.2 states the speciﬁc methodology employed for the sound measurement
of Web sites belonging to the major categories of the German Web and provides
statistics of the measured data. Section 4.3 characterizes the structural properties
of the measured Web sites and identiﬁes substantial diﬀerences between Web
sites of diﬀerent classes. To provide further insight into the diﬀerent structures of
Web sites, Section 4.4 analyzes the correlation structure between the structural
properties. After outlining the application of the presented characterization for
the automated classiﬁcation of Web sites in Section 4.5, the main results are
summarized in Section 4.6. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the results of this
thesis and gives some concluding remarks.
Chapter 2
Methodology for Measurement and
Characterization
The characterization of speciﬁc aspects of the Internet is commonly based on
measurements which allow to deduce the considered user behavior, traﬃc pat-
tern or structural properties. Since all conclusions of the characterization are
drawn from these measurements, it is extremely important to invest suﬃcient
eﬀort in its conception and execution in order to gain meaningful results. Fur-
thermore, the characterization of the measured data requires sound methodology
to capture all important aspects of the system under examination. Therefore, this
chapter summarizes the methodology for measuring and characterizing Internet
applications which is applied for the case studies presented in Chapters 3 and 4.
First, it gives some insight in how to conduct measurement studies such that the
obtained data is representative for the considered system in general. Depending
on the goal of the measurement study it may be necessary to identify potential
correlations between individual measures. Thus, this chapter provides the back-
ground and practical guidelines to analyze the correlation structure between such
measures. Finally, for characterizing and modeling the measured data it recalls
the fundamentals of ﬁnding appropriate probability distributions and correspond-
ing parameters which closely capture the statistical properties of the measured
data. Note that a detailed discussion of measurement techniques, which are tai-
lored to the Internet applications P2P ﬁle sharing and World Wide Web, is given
in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively.
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2.1 Measurement Methodology for Obtaining
Representative Data
2.1.1 Measurement Setup
One fundamental prerequisite for conducting meaningful measurements in the
Internet is to design a sophisticated measurement setup. There are mainly two
fundamental approaches for Internet measurements: passive measurements which
observe network traﬃc without actively triggering some action in the network
and active measurements which actively send out probe packets to measure char-
acteristics of the considered system. Passive measurements are often used for
measuring user behavior, for example the usage pattern of speciﬁc applications
or the bandwidth usage at speciﬁc network locations. This approach has the ad-
vantage that the considered system is not inﬂuenced by the measurements, thus
the measurement results are not biased by the measurement itself. Since in active
measurements the executor of the measurement actively triggers some reaction of
the system, this approach comprises a more controlled measurement environment
because it does not rely on third party activities. Therefore, active measure-
ments are often used for observing system characteristics such as network latency
or bandwidth between two network locations or response times of an Internet
server. Here, additional precautions have to be taken to assure that the measure-
ment does not bias the results in a harmful manner. E.g. consider a measurement
study which aims at characterizing the average delay of data packets between two
network locations A and B by periodically sending probe packets from location
A to location B. Then, it is crucial for meaningful results that the network load
induced by the measurements does not bias the observed latencies. I.e. the time
interval between sending two successive probe packets must be large enough so
that the synthetic network load caused by the probe packets is negligible.
In fact, for both active and passive measurements an imprudent measurement
setup may have considerable inﬂuence on the measurement results and even result
in severe measurement errors. Thus, a number of issues has to be considered when
designing the measurement study. This section concentrates on important aspects
of the design process for the measurement studies presented in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4 of this thesis. For a more general discussion of common pitfalls related
to Internet measurements and strategies to overcome those, we refer to [Pax04].
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The two major concerns which have to be addressed in the conception of the
measurement studies are related to accuracy and representativeness. Accuracy
denotes the correctness and precision of the measured data. That is, we have to
assure that the measured data truly reﬂects the data which we believe to measure.
For example, packet ﬁlters, traﬃc shapers or ﬁrewalls may render the measure-
ment study useless, if the inﬂuence of these network devices is not considered in
the measurement setup. E.g., for the passive measurement study of P2P traﬃc
conducted in the overlay network of a P2P ﬁle sharing application presented in
Chapter 3 it was crucial that the Center for Communication and Information-
processing (Hochschulrechenzentrum) agreed to disable the traﬃc shaper for P2P
traﬃc for the measurement node. Otherwise, the measurement results would have
been biased by the traﬃc shaper in terms of much less traﬃc load and an un-
predictable dropping of P2P messages. Furthermore, the time-related measures
of the measurement study strongly depend on a suﬃcient accurate clock. I.e. for
accurate measurements of packet interarrival times at a 1 GBit/s interface the us-
age of the unsynchronized hardware clock of an oﬀ-the-shelf PC is very likely not
suﬃcient. And even for time-related measurements with time units of 1 second,
appropriate precautions may be necessary in order to synchronize the clock at the
measurement node with other nodes. In the measurement study of P2P workload
we solved this issue by synchronizing the clock of the measurement node using
the network time protocol (NTP) [Mil92].
The representativeness of the measured data is the second fundamental basis
of meaningful measurement studies. It guarantees that the conclusions deduced
from the measured data are also true for the considered system in general. That is,
for drawing conclusions for the Internet in general, the measured data must not be
biased by environmental inﬂuences like the network location of the measurement
node or the time of measurements. For example, a measurement study of network
traﬃc conducted at daytime hours can not serve as base for the characterization
of network traﬃc at night hours, because user behavior typically follows some
diurnal pattern. Similarly, conclusions drawn from the log ﬁle of a Web server
located in Europe do not necessarily hold for Web servers in Africa, due to diﬀer-
ent cultural or legal environments. Solutions for these issues are to either expand
the measurement to include suﬃcient data (i.e. both daytime and nighttime or
several geographical regions) or to limit the conclusions to those areas for which
the measured data is indeed representative. A more detailed discussion on both
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accuracy and representativeness of the measurement studies presented in this the-
sis is given in Chapter 3 for the characterization of P2P ﬁle sharing workload and
in Chapter 4 for the characterization of the structural properties of Web sites,
respectively.
2.1.2 Choosing Signiﬁcant Measures
Besides identifying the proper location and environment for the measurement
study as outlined above, the design of the measurement setup involves the choice
of appropriate measures. Obviously, most measures are deﬁned in a straightfor-
ward manner by the goal of the measurement study. Consider e.g. a measurement
study analyzing the response time of a Web server. Depending on the notion of
"response time" the measure to capture might be the time between sending out
the request and receiving the corresponding response or the correct measure might
be the time between the arrival of the request at the server and the time of sending
the corresponding response. Whereas the former deﬁnition incorporates network
delays and processing time at the server, the latter incorporates processing time
only. Thus, it is crucial to accurately specify, what measures are meant to be
analyzed and rethink if these are not exactly the measures which actually are
observed.
In many workload studies it is not possible to directly observe all required
measures due to diﬀerent reasons. Therefore, it may be necessary to include addi-
tional measures in the measurement study which in combination allow to extract
the desired data. E.g., if in the example above the average processing time of the
Web server has to be measured but the server cannot be instrument for direct
measurements, this information could be extracted by measuring the response
time including network delays and additionally measuring network delays sepa-
rately (e.g. by using the TCP timestamp option) in order to extract the processing
time indirectly.
Applied to the ﬁeld of P2P ﬁle sharing workload this means that a direct
measurement of user behavior can only be performed by observing the interac-
tion between the user and the P2P ﬁle sharing client. Therefore, the client has to
be instrumented in order to log the user behavior for later processing. Obviously,
in such an approach ﬁnding an appropriate set of users, which agree to use the
instrumented client, is diﬃcult. Furthermore, it would be almost impossible to
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ensure that this user set is representative for all users. Thus, the P2P workload
measurement study presented in Chapter 3 indirectly measures the user behavior
by passively tracing the generated network messages. This task incorporates ad-
ditional provisions for identifying the issuer of a message and for distinguishing
user behavior from automated client behavior. These provisions, which are crucial
for extracting user behavior from the observed network messages, are discussed
in detail in Section 3.3.
However, as stated above, additional attention should be paid on the accu-
racy of the measured data. Including additional measures or meta-data enables
cross-checking of the measured data and thus provides means for identifying pos-
sible measurement errors. E.g., storing the status code of the HTTP request for
each Web page allows to identify broken links, misconﬁgured Web servers etc.
This information can be used for sanitizing the measured data to only include
authentic data. Furthermore, additional information helps in interpreting spe-
ciﬁc characteristics, which could not be explained otherwise. For example storing
the software client version of the measured peers in the measurement study of
Chapter 3 enabled the identiﬁcation of peers using misbehaving client software.
2.1.3 Outlier Analysis
An important tool for identifying possible measurement errors is outlier analysis.
This method examines the measured data in order to ﬁnd exceptional, uncommon
or unexpected values. That is, looking for values which are unusual low or high
or which are measured extremely frequent or seldom, provides hints for possible
measurement errors. Furthermore, these outliers, when not caused by measure-
ment errors, may well indicate some system behavior not expected during the
design of the measurement setup and thus provide additional insight into the
examined system. For example, in the measurement study for characterizing the
query behavior of P2P ﬁle-sharing users we observed an unusual large fraction of
queries from the same peer with interarrival times of 10 seconds. A closer investi-
gation of this phenomenon revealed that this behavior is caused by an automatic
re-query feature of the client software instead of regular user behavior. Similarly,
in the measurement study of the structural properties of Web sites we observed
that some Web sites have extremely large number of slashes, i.e. 100 and more,
in the URLs. These outlier values are caused by spamming Web servers which
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try to improve search engine ranking by pretending large Web sites with many
pages (cloaking [GGM05]). Since the observed data does not correspond to their
real structure, these Web sites have to be ﬁltered out.
The advantage of outlier analysis is that many measurement errors and note-
worthy system behaviors manifest in those outliers and its simple application.
Outliers can easily be identiﬁed by graphically analyzing the measured data. In
graphs showing the distributions of the measured data they appear as values
which are unexpected small or large or as signiﬁcant jumps in the curves either
to a very frequent value or a very infrequent value. The identiﬁcation of outliers
helps to analyze the measured data in more detail at signiﬁcant points. This ex-
amination has to reveal the cause of the outlier. Depending on this cause for the
outlier there are diﬀerent options for a further processing of the data. In case
the outlier is due to a measurement error there may be the possibility to sanitize
the measured data by discarding erroneous data. Otherwise, as in the case of a
misconception, the measurement setup has to be improved and the measurement
redone. In case of an unexpected but correct system behavior the identiﬁcation
of outliers may provide deeper understanding of the system.
2.2 Analyzing the Correlation Structure between
Measures
After performing the measurement study and ensuring that the measured data is
correct and representative, a further step in characterizing Internet applications
is to analyze correlations. Correlations among the individual measures making
up a measurement study reveal signiﬁcant insight in how the system behaves.
Furthermore, if the study aims at developing a model of the examined system,
the consideration of potential correlations is crucial for developing a representative
model which reﬂects the real system.
In this context, correlation between two measures denotes the dependence of
one measure on the other measure. Considering the measures of the measurement
study as random variables and the measured values as samples from a random
experiment, two measures X and Y are correlated if and only if the corresponding
random variables are not stochastically independent. X correlates to Y if the
probability distribution of X depends on the probability distribution of Y , i.e.
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P{X|Y } 6= P{X}.
Since the Internet is a worldwide medium which spans several geographical,
cultural, and economic regions and time zones there may well be diﬀerences in
system behavior between diﬀerent parts of the world. Therefore, results obtained
from measurements conducted in a speciﬁc location of the Internet (i.e. part of
the world) must not be true for the entire Internet. And likewise, results obtained
from measurements in the entire Internet must not be true for a speciﬁc part of
the world. Thus, to ﬁnd out if the distribution of a speciﬁc measure depends
on environmental settings like geographical region or time-of-day, the correlation
between the considered measure and the geographical region and time-of-day has
to be analyzed. With this correlation analysis it is possible to ﬁgure out if the
geographical region or the time-of-day eﬀects the system behavior.
Besides the correlation to environmental settings, the correlation between dif-
ferent measures plays also an important role for the characterization of Internet
properties. As very simple example, consider a study which measures the num-
ber of download requests of PDF documents from a library's Web server and
the corresponding ﬁle sizes. The number of download requests may well corre-
late with the ﬁle size, e.g. such that small documents like separate chapters of a
book are downloaded more often than large PDF documents containing the entire
book. Thus, a workload model not incorporating this correlation would clearly
generate workloads which does not reﬂect the reality. In fact, a correct workload
model has to incorporate the correlation structure between the measures, i.e. in
the example it would have to provide conditional distributions for the number of
download requests depending on the corresponding ﬁle sizes. In the following we
provide two graphical and one mathematical technique for the identiﬁcation and
quantiﬁcation of correlations between diﬀerent measures.
2.2.1 Conditional Distributions
The most intuitive method for identifying correlations between two measures
X and Y is to plot the probability distribution of X conditioned on Y . Since
measurement studies can in general only observe a ﬁnite number of events, in
our measurement studies we approximate the real probability distribution FX of
the random variable X producing events x observed in the measurement by the
experimental distribution. The experimental distribution is given by the relative
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Figure 2.1: Identiﬁcation of correlations using conditional distributions
frequencies of the observed events, i.e.
FX(t) = P{X ≤ t} ≈ ||(x ∈ S|x ≤ t)||||S|| ,
where S is the set of values observed in the measurement. Let FX and FY be the
experimental distributions of measures X and Y , respectively. And let X taking
values from S and Y taking values from T . Note that both S and T are ﬁnite
sets, since the measurement study captures a ﬁnite amount of data. Then the
distribution of X conditioned on Y is given by FX|Y (x|y) = P{X ≤ x|Y = y}
with x ∈ S for each y ∈ T . That is, for each observed value y of the random
variable Y the conditional distribution of X is plotted by only considering those
observed values of X for which the corresponding value of Y equals to y.
As an illustrative example, consider the number of queries issued per session
in a P2P ﬁle-sharing system. Without explaining this experiment in detail (this
is done in Section 3.4.5) Figure 2.1 plots the distributions of this measure con-
ditioned on the geographical region of the issuer of the corresponding queries.
The ﬁgure intuitively shows that the number of queries issued in a session signiﬁ-
cantly depends on the geographical region of the issuer. That is, Asian peers issue
on average less queries than North American and European peers. Furthermore,
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European peers issue on average more queries per session than North American
peers.
Thus, the plot of conditional distributions is an intuitive and easily applicable
method for identifying correlations. In fact, this method is in particular useful if a
measure represents categorical data instead of quantities, such as the geographical
region in the example. Obviously, if the cardinality of T is large and in particular
if Y is a continuous random variable, this method is not applicable. Then, we
can either split T into several ranges, thus, deﬁning bins for the sample space
of Y or use the more compact representation of percentile plots explained in the
following section.
2.2.2 Percentile Plots
The plot of conditional distributions gets diﬃcult to survey in a single graph
when there are many curves representing a conditional distribution, i.e. when
the cardinality of T is large. A more compact representation providing means to
identify correlations are percentile plots which are used e.g. in [CV01]. Percentile
plots do not plot the entire curve of the conditional distributions, but extract
signiﬁcant points only. Theses signiﬁcant points are speciﬁc percentiles, which
are commonly chosen as 20%, 50%, and 80%. I.e. a percentile plot shows the
value x for which FX|Y (x|y) = 0.20, FX|Y (x|y) = 0.50, or FX|Y (x|y) = 0.80,
respectively, over the corresponding values of y. By this method, percentile plots
comprise three curves, one for the 20th, one for the 50th and one for the 80th
percentile.
Consider the distributions of measure X which takes values in S = [0, 1]
conditioned of measure Y which takes values from T = {2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5} shown
in Figure 2.2. In the ﬁgure additional lines are included which mark the 50th
percentiles for each conditional distribution. The corresponding percentile plot
is given in Figure 2.3. It shows that with increasing values for Y the curves
for all three percentiles increase. Thus, there is a positive correlation between the
measures X and Y . The term positive denotes that the values for X increase with
increasing values for Y . Similar a correlation is called negative when the values
for X decrease with increasing values for Y . If the measures were independent,
all conditional distributions would be equal and the percentile plot would show
three horizontal lines.
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Since percentile plots aggregate information about each conditional distribu-
tion in three data points only, they provide a more compact representation of the
correlation structure than the direct plot of the conditional distributions. Fur-
thermore, percentile plots enable the identiﬁcation of ranges in the domain of Y
in which the correlation is signiﬁcant. In the example of Figure 2.3 measures X
and Y correlate linearly. But as will be shown in Chapter 3 correlations may be
signiﬁcant for speciﬁc ranges of y values only, whereas other ranges may not show
signiﬁcant correlations. Percentile plots provide means to identify those ranges,
by considering the slope of the percentile curves.
2.2.3 Correlation Coeﬃcient
The correlation coeﬃcient, also known as Pearson's correlation or product-
moment coeﬃcient, is a quantity to determine how strong two measures correlate.
Let xi and yi be the values of measure X and Y , respectively, of the i
th measured
sample, n being the number of measured samples, x and y being the means of X
and Y , respectively. Then the correlation coeﬃcient r [Edw76] is deﬁned as:
r =
∑n
i=1 (xi − x) · (yi − y)√∑n
i=1 (xi − x)2 ·
∑n
i=1 (yi − y)2
(2.1)
The correlation coeﬃcient takes values between −1 and +1, where −1 repre-
sents perfect negative correlation and +1 indicates perfect positive correlation.
If the measures are independent, the correlation coeﬃcient calculates to values
near zero. Thus, the correlation coeﬃcient captures the correlation between two
measures in a single value. Following the "rule of thumb" in [HWJ88], we con-
sider correlations with a correlation coeﬃcient of less than 0.30 as insigniﬁcant.
Note that the square of the correlation coeﬃcient r2, denoted as coeﬃcient of
determination [Edw76], indicates the proportion of shared variance between the
measures. That is, a correlation coeﬃcient of 0.50 would yield a coeﬃcient of
determination of 0.25, so that 25% of the variation in one measure might be
considered associated with the variation in the other measure.
Although the correlation coeﬃcient is attractive because it is the most com-
pact representation of correlations and provides a quantitative measure, it gives
no additional insight into the type of correlation. In particular, the correlation
coeﬃcient measures linear correlation only. I.e. if two measures are correlated in a
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non-linear manner (e.g. quadratic), the correlation coeﬃcient would show a zero
or low correlation.
2.3 Data Fitting
It is observed in several measurement studies that many processes in nature, social
life, and telecommunication systems follow speciﬁc recurring patterns which can
be described by probability distributions in the forms of mathematical equations.
Proper probability distributions reﬂect the measured behavior accurately and
compact and thus, may serve as a stochastic model. Carefully chosen stochastic
models are the basis for developing a complete model of the considered system
which can be used for getting deeper insight in its functionality and for per-
formance evaluation. Thus, the measurement-based characterization of Internet
properties involves ﬁnding appropriate stochastic models which accurately reﬂect
the measured data. Since probability distribution functions are in general param-
eterized, ﬁnding a stochastic model for the measured data involves on the one
hand the identiﬁcation of an appropriate probability distribution function (model
selection) and on the other hand the computation of a corresponding parameter
set which best ﬁts to the measured data (data ﬁtting). Thus, this section presents
a set of probability distributions and an iterative scheme for non-linear curve
ﬁtting which are used throughout this thesis.
2.3.1 Stochastic Models for Continuous Distributions
This section recalls the deﬁnitions of some well known continuous probability
distributions which reﬂect a wide range of diﬀerent properties, like heavy-tail
behavior, symmetry etc. We focus on continuous distributions here, because most
measures observed in the studies of Chapters 3 and 4 are either continuous or take
a large number of values, so that they can be well approximated by continuous
distributions. Table 2.1 shows the deﬁnitions of the probability density functions
(pdf ) and the cumulative distribution functions (CDF ) for the distributions used
throughput this thesis. A more detailed discussion of the properties of these and
further continuous distributions can be found in [JKB94].
The diﬀerent properties of the considered distributions allow a preselection of
distribution functions as candidates for stochastic models. This preselection can
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Exponential distribution:
Probability density function: pdf(x) = λe−λx
Cumulative distribution function: CDF (x) = 1− e−λx
Parameters: λ (scale parameter), λ > 0
Normal distribution:
Probability density function: pdf(x) = 1
σ
√
2pi
e−
(x−µ)2
2σ2
Cumulative distribution function: CDF (x) = 1
σ
√
2pi
∫ x
−∞ e
− (t−µ)2
2σ2
dt
Parameters: µ (location parameter, mean);
σ (scale parameter, standard deviation), σ > 0
Lognormal distribution:
Probability density function: pdf(x) = 1
xσ
√
2pi
e−
(ln(x)−µ)2
2σ2
Cumulative distribution function: CDF (x) = 1
σ
√
2pi
∫ x
−∞
1
t e
− (ln(x)−µ)2
2σ2
dt
Parameters: µ (scale parameter), µ > 0;
σ (shape parameter), σ > 0
Pareto distribution:
Probability density function: pdf(x) = αk
α
xα+1
Cumulative distribution function: CDF (x) = 1− (kx)α
Parameters: k (location parameter), k > 0;
α (shape parameter), α > 0
Weibull distribution:
Probability density function: pdf(x) = αλxα−1e−λx
α
Cumulative distribution function: CDF (x) = 1− e−λxα
Parameters: α (shape parameter), α > 0;
λ (scale parameter), λ > 0
Table 2.1: Deﬁnitions of continuous distribution functions
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be performed by graphical analysis of the measured data. Consider the distribu-
tion of a measure observed in a measurement study. It can easily be tested if it
follows an exponential distribution by plotting the measured probability density
with linear-scale x-axes and log-scale y-axes. Opposed to the probability density
of the exponential distribution on a linear-linear plot shown in Figure 2.4 (left) the
log-linear plot shown in Figure 2.4 (right) shows a straight line. Thus, a straight
line in the corresponding plot of the experimental data indicates that the measure
is distributed exponentially. Similarly, the normal distribution has the character-
istic property that its density is symmetric to the mean of the distribution, which
is given by the location parameter µ. Thus, a plot of the measured data showing
this symmetric behavior indicates that the data may follow a normal distribution.
A further property which can be identiﬁed by graphical analysis is the heavy-
tail behavior of a distribution. A distribution is said to be heavy-tailed [CB97]
if P{X > x} ∼ x−α, as x→∞, 0 < α ≤ 2. Intuitively, this means that a heavy-
tailed distribution has a non-negligible probability of showing very large values.
The Pareto distribution has this heavy-tail property. Graphically, this property
can be identiﬁed, if the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF )
of the measured data shows a straight line on the log-log plot for values larger
than the location parameter k. Again for illustration purposes Figure 2.5 plots
the pdf and the CCDF of the Pareto distribution for k = 1 and α = 1 on a
linear-linear and a log-log plot, respectively.
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2.3.2 Least-Squares Regression
A common method used for ﬁtting a stochastic model, i.e. a given probability
distribution, to measured data is least-squares regression. This approach tries to
ﬁnd a parameter set for a given parameterized function such that the deviation
of the measured data points from the curve given by the function is minimal.
This deviation, which is meant to be minimized, is given by the sum of the
squared vertical deviations (residuals) from each data point to the curve. Note
that the residuals are squared to avoid cancellations between positive and negative
deviations. The sum of the squared residuals is denoted as χ2. Then least-squares
regression for a two-parameter function tries to minimize
χ2(a, b) =
n∑
i=1
(
yi − f(xi, a, b)
σi
)2
where f(x, a, b) denotes the given function with parameters a and b, xi, yi are the
measured X- and Y -values for data point i with i = 1, ..., n and σi is the weight
of the ith data point. The weighting parameters σi may be used to give more
weight to speciﬁc data points, e.g. in the case when it is known that there are
diﬀerent measurement errors for diﬀerent data points. Since weighting requires
additional information about the measured data which is usually unknown the
weighting parameters may be set to 1 as is done throughout this thesis. Note that
least-squares regression is not limited to functions with only two parameters. We
concentrate our discussion on this case, because the stochastic models considered
here have at most two parameters.
Since both the pdfs and the CDFs of the probability distributions considered
throughout this thesis are nonlinear equations, there are in general no closed-form
expressions for this minimization problem. Thus, we employ the most widely used
iterative scheme for least-squares regression, namely the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm [BW88]. This algorithm iteratively calculates χ2(a, b) and changes the
parameter values a and b to decrease χ2(a, b). The iterations are stopped when
either a speciﬁed number of iterations has been processed or the parameters
converge to a ﬁnal parameter set where χ2 changes by a factor less than a speciﬁed
epsilon from one iteration to the next. The value of epsilon thus speciﬁes a certain
accuracy for ﬁnding a parameter set with minimum χ2. Throughout this thesis,
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm implemented in the plotting tool gnuplot
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[WK05] is used for calculating the set of parameters for which a given probability
distribution ﬁts best to the measured data.
In general, the most applicable probability distribution for an observed mea-
sure is not known in advance. Therefore, we need to identify the distribution
which best represents the measured data. Often this cannot be done solely by
the help of the considerations about the speciﬁc properties of the diﬀerent distri-
bution functions stated above. Then least-squares regression is performed for all
potential probability distributions and the best suited model is found by means
of the root-mean-square of residuals (rms) [KK62] denoted as ∆. The root-mean-
squares of residuals is deﬁned as
∆ =
√∑n
i=1 (yi − f(xi, a, b))2
n
As the name suggests, ∆ is the rooted mean of the squares of residuals. I.e., ∆
approximates the average deviation of the measured data points from the curve.
This quantity provides a simple but eﬀective measure for the goodness-of-ﬁt. The
smaller ∆ the better the model ﬁts to the measured data. Thus, in cases where
multiple probability distributions are candidates for matching to a measure, the
distribution with the smallest ∆ is chosen.
Chapter 3
Characterization of the Query
Behavior in P2P File Sharing
Systems
In the last few years Peer-to-Peer (P2P) ﬁle sharing has become the second killer
application in the Internet besides World-Wide-Web (WWW) browsing. With the
increasing popularity of such systems, which enable the sharing and exchange of
ﬁles between Internet hosts, the need for novel algorithms and protocols to im-
prove scalability and eﬃciency becomes crucial. To evaluate the performance of
these approaches, workload models are required which accurately represent cur-
rent usage of these systems. Previous work on workload characterization of P2P
ﬁle sharing systems has not analyzed how individual users search for ﬁles. Thus,
this chapter presents a synthetic workload model for the query behavior which
is based on a comprehensive measurement study in the Gnutella overlay net-
work. The measurement results reveal the importance of ﬁltering out automated
queries, which are not explicitly triggered by the user, for extracting user behav-
ior. Considering only user generated queries, a detailed characterization of the
measured data builds the basis for developing a synthetic workload model which
accurately reﬂects the heterogenous query behavior of individual peers. The main
results presented in this chapter have been published in the proceedings of the
Internet Measurement Conference (IMC 2004) [KLVW04] and with a diﬀerent
focus in the proceedings of the GI/ITG Conference on Measuring, Modeling and
Evaluation of Computer and Communication Systems (MMB 2004) [KLW04b].
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3.1 The Gnutella P2P File Sharing System
Gnutella [Gnu04] is a protocol specifying a fully distributed system for sharing
ﬁles between hosts in the Internet. Since the Gnutella protocol is an open source
project, the Gnutella system constitutes numerous client implementations and is
currently one of the most popular P2P ﬁle sharing systems. Gnutella peers, often
called servents (as a mixture of server and client), construct an overlay network,
i.e. a network of application layer connections, for enabling communication be-
tween peers. This overlay network (denoted as Gnutella network) is used to route
signaling traﬃc, i.e. messages for maintaining overlay membership and messages
for searching ﬁles, from one peer to another.
For its operation, the Gnutella protocol speciﬁes four message types. Messages
of types PING and PONG are used to maintain overlay membership. PING messages
are used to actively probe the network, i.e. to ask for information about other
active peers. Peers receiving a PING message respond with one or more PONG
messages containing the IP address and port number of active peers and the
amount of data they share. Messages of type QUERY contain a set of keywords
in the name of ﬁles a user is searching for. If a peer receiving a QUERY message
shares one or more ﬁles that match to the query string, i.e. the set of keywords
in the query string is a subset of the keywords in the name of one or several
shared ﬁles, it responds with the fourth message type, QUERYHIT. This response
message speciﬁes the IP address and port number of the responding peer as well
the names and sizes of the matching ﬁles.
The operation of the Gnutella system is as follows: For connecting to the
Gnutella network at application startup, peers have to connect to an initial over-
lay member. The determination of the IP address and port number of such a
peer (bootstrapping) is performed by contacting one of several well-known hosts
which are always online and maintain a list of active peers. Furthermore, on ap-
plication exit the peer stores known peers in a disk cache which can be used for
bootstrapping at the next application startup. Due to the dynamics of the peers
participating in the Gnutella network, there are frequent leaves and joins of peers.
Thus, to preserve network integrity, each peer maintains overlay connections to
a number of other peers. This number of overlay connections is kept between
two parameters min_conn and max_conn which can be adjusted by the user. If
the number of overlay connections is below min_conn, the peer establishes ad-
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ditional connections. Candidates for further overlay connections are obtained by
sending PING messages to already connected (neighboring) peers and inspecting
PONG responses. Connection requests by other peers are accepted until max_conn
connections are active.
For searching ﬁles in the Gnutella network, peers generate a QUERY message
which is sent to each of its directly connected peers (one-hop peers or neighbors) in
the overlay network. These neighbors forward the message to their neighbors, thus
ﬂooding the network. Forwarding a QUERYmessage more than once is prevented by
storing the query's global unique identiﬁer (GUID) in a routing table, along with
the identity of the neighboring peer that the query is initially received from. The
maximum number of overlay hops that a QUERYmessage may transit is speciﬁed by
a time-to-live (TTL) ﬁeld, which is set when the message is generated. Typically
the TTL is set to an initial value of seven. The ﬁeld is decremented each time the
message is forwarded, and the message is not forwarded if TTL is equal to zero.
Thus, the TTL is similar to the corresponding ﬁeld used e.g. in the ping program.
To determine how far a message has traveled through the overlay network, a hop
count ﬁeld with an initial value of zero is incremented before forwarding. Peers
receiving the QUERY message respond with a QUERYHIT message if they share
matching ﬁles. This message is transferred to the inquiring peer on the reverse
overlay path that the query message was routed to the responding peer. This is
done by using the routing table that speciﬁes the next hop in the reverse path
for each GUID. According to the protocol speciﬁcation, a GUID is deleted from
the routing table after a speciﬁed time, typically after 10 minutes.
In its initial version as described above, the Gnutella protocol speciﬁed a
completely decentralized P2P system in which all peers were considered equal.
However, for combining the advantages of centralized and decentralized P2P sys-
tems the current Gnutella protocol version v0.6 has a hybrid structure, similar to
the proprietary FastTrack protocol used e.g. by KaZaA [Sha04]. Hybrid systems
distinguish between powerful peers (in the sense of CPU power and bandwidth
of the Internet connection), so called ultrapeers or super nodes, and less powerful
peers denoted as leaf nodes. Note that we will use the denotations peer and node
interchangeable throughput this chapter. In hybrid systems an ultrapeer acts as
indexing server for a number of leaf nodes and shields these less powerful peers
from the vast amount of search queries. Thus, clients implementing the current
version of the Gnutella protocol decide if they act as ultrapeer or leaf node. In
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ultrapeer mode they maintain muliple simultaneous overlay connections to other
ultrapeers and accept connection request from leaf nodes. Leaf nodes connect to
a small set of ultrapeers and only receive QUERY messages which likely match to
locally stored ﬁles.
When a peer locates ﬁles it wishes to download using the mechanism described
above, the actual ﬁle transfer is performed by a direct TCP connection between
the inquiring and the responding peer (peer-to-peer) using the well-known hy-
pertext transfer protocol (HTTP). Thus, the overlay network is solely used for
locating available ﬁles shared by the peers. Note that the Gnutella protocol is ex-
tensible, so that software clients implementing the Gnutella protocol may provide
additional features not described here.
3.2 Previous Results on Characterization of P2P
File Sharing Systems
The full characterization of P2P ﬁle sharing systems incorporates four related
aspects: (i) The characterization of the overlay topology includes how the overlay
network is constructed and how it evolves. (ii) The characterization of available
ﬁles includes how many ﬁles are shared by the peers together with their size and
replication, i.e. how often a speciﬁc ﬁle is shared by diﬀerent peers. (iii) The
characterization of the download behavior includes which ﬁles are downloaded
from which source peer and how the download evolves. (iv) The characterization
of the query workload includes which queries the peers issue at what time for
locating available ﬁles.
Characterizations of Overlay Topology
Several papers report measurement studies of the overlay topology of P2P ﬁle
sharing systems. Ripeanu, Iamnitchi, and Foster [RIF02] measured the Gnutella
network using a crawler between November 2000 and May 2001. They discov-
ered that the connectivity distribution, i.e. the number of overlay connections
to other peers, signiﬁcantly changed during that time period where the network
grew about 25 times. Furthermore, they observed that the overlay topology sub-
stantially diﬀers from the topology of the underlying physical network, resulting
in ineﬃcient network usage.
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Bhagwan, Savage, and Voelker [BSV03] analyzed the availability of peers in
P2P systems by measurements in the Overnet P2P ﬁle sharing system. They
found that the availability of peers depends on the time of day and that there are
short-term daily joins and leaves of individual peers as well as long-term arrivals
and departures of peers.
Saroiu, Gummadi, and Gribble [SGG02] measured the Napster and Gnutella
ﬁle sharing systems in order to characterize the peers in terms of network topology,
measured bottleneck bandwidth, network latency as a function of bandwidth,
session duration, number of shared ﬁles, size of shared ﬁles as a function of the
number of shared ﬁles, and number of downloads as a function of peer bandwidth.
They identiﬁed diﬀerent classes of peers and propose that diﬀerent tasks in a P2P
system should be delegated to diﬀerent peers depending on their capabilities.
A detailed characterization of the modern Gnutella overlay topology is pro-
vided by Stutzbach, Rejaie, and Sen in [SRS05]. By capturing more than 18,000
snapshots of the Gnutella network between April 2004 and February 2005 the
authors analyzed graph-related properties of individual snapshots as well as the
dynamics of the overlay. The analysis revealed that the power-law distribution of
peer connectivity reported in previous work is caused by measurement artifacts.
Furthermore, the Gnutella protocol forms an "onion-like" connectivity among
peers with a stable and densely connected core-overlay consisting of long-lived
peers.
Characterizations of Shared Files
The characterization of ﬁles shared in P2P ﬁle sharing systems is the goal of fur-
ther publications. Adar and Huberman [AH00] measured the Gnutella system and
found a signiﬁcant fraction of free rider sessions, which download ﬁles from other
peers but don't share any ﬁles. They argue that free riding degrades the system
performance and, therefore, propose to incorporate mechanism to minimize free
riding in future ﬁle sharing systems.
An analysis of locality in shared ﬁles and downloads is provided by Chu,
Labonte, and Levine [CLL02]. They periodically collected shared ﬁle lists from
Napster and Gnutella peers over a period of several weeks. The analysis of this
data showed that both ﬁle locality as well as download locality ﬁt to a log-
quadratic distribution.
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Sripanidkulchai, Maggs, and Zhang [SMZ03] discovered interest-based locality
in the ﬁles downloaded by Web, KaZaA, and Gnutella clients by examining ﬁve
diﬀerent one-day traces. A signiﬁcant fraction of users tend to share similar sets
of ﬁles. They showed that this locality can be exploited to improve the search
performance in P2P systems by inventing shortcuts in the overlay topology based
on common interests.
This interest-based locality is also observed by Fessant et al. [FHKM04] in
the eDonkey P2P ﬁle sharing system. Furthermore, the authors showed by mea-
surements taken during the ﬁrst week of November 2003 that there is also a
geographical clustering of shared ﬁles, i.e. speciﬁc ﬁles are replicated more often
in a speciﬁc geographical region than in other regions.
Conducting various measurements in the Gnutella network in June 2005 Zhao,
Stutzbach, and Rejaie [ZSR06] discovered the characteristics of the shared ﬁles in
three ways: static analysis, topological/geographical analysis and dynamic anal-
ysis. They compare the ﬁndings of the recent measurements with those of the
previous work [AH00], [CLL02], [SMZ03], [FHKM04] and additionally show that
ﬁle preferences are correlated with the geographical region but independent of
topological properties. Furthermore they show that popular ﬁles experience fur-
ther variation in their popularity than unpopular ﬁles.
Characterizations of File Downloads
The ﬁle download process in P2P ﬁle sharing systems is analyzed in a number
of papers by means of capturing packet traces. Saroiu et al. [SGD+02] measured
the HTTP headers of Web, Akamai and P2P traﬃc in order to compare the
characteristics of these three content delivery systems. Note that HTTP is used
by KaZaA as well as by Gnutella ﬁle transfers. They found signiﬁcant diﬀerences
in the ﬁle size distributions, the bandwidth consumed by the ﬁle transfers, and
the ﬁle types among the three systems.
In [GDS+03] Gummadi et al. collected and analyzed a 200-day trace of KaZaA
traﬃc. They characterized active session length, size of downloads, and evolution
of object popularity. Similarly, Sen andWang [SW02] characterized traﬃc volume,
distribution of time between downloads, and active session length based on a
three month ﬂow-level measurement of FastTrack, Gnutella and DirectConnect
traﬃc. By collecting data in the OpenNapster system (an open source successor
of the Napster system) Ng et al. [NCR+03] analyzed the peer selection technique
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for downloading ﬁles. They showed that simple enhancements based on basic
measurement techniques like RTT probing and bottleneck bandwidth probing
signiﬁcantly improves the download performance.
Characterizations of Query Workload
There is only little research done in the ﬁeld of characterizing the query behavior
of peers in a P2P ﬁle sharing system. Although the search process used in P2P ﬁle
sharing systems is subject of various research projects e.g. [CRB+03], [SMZ03],
[LCC+02] there are only few measurements of the query behavior. Note that
object popularity as analyzed e.g. in [GDS+03] is related but diﬀerent to query
popularity. That is, while query popularity denotes the popularity of search mes-
sages, object popularity denotes the popularity of download requests. The main
diﬀerence is, that queries may match to several diﬀerent ﬁles and are received by
multiple peers. In contrast, download requests correspond to speciﬁc ﬁles and are
received only by peers sharing this ﬁle. Thus, query messages do not necessarily
correspond to download requests. A peer may issue multiple download requests
after receiving responses to a query message. Or it may issue no download request
if the results are not satisfactory.
Sripanidkulchai [Sri01] analyzed the popularity of queries in the Gnutella net-
work. She showed that the popularity of Gnutella queries follows a Zipf-like dis-
tribution, where the relative probability of the ith most popular query is propor-
tional to 1/iα, for values of α between 0.63 and 1.24. Sripanidkulchai proofs that
caching of query results can reduce the network traﬃc up to a factor of 3.7. Sim-
ilarly, Krishnamurthy, Wang and Xie [KWX01] observed a Zipf-like distribution
of query popularity in their Gnutella traﬃc trace.
Both, [Sri01] and [KWX01] do not aim at providing a detailed workload model
and only consider the aggregate query popularity. Thus, their work cannot be
used for a synthetic workload model of individual peers. In contrast, this chapter
provides a detailed characterization of the query behavior of individual peers.
Furthermore, a synthetic workload model comprising appropriate distributions
and parameters is directly applicable for the evaluation of existing and novel P2P
system designs. In contrast to previous work in this area, we consider all aspects
necessary for generating representative synthetic workload. This includes incor-
porating time of day eﬀects, correlations to the geographical region, distribution
of interarrival times between subsequent queries of the same peer, just to name
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a few. Furthermore, we separate system-independent peer behavior from system-
dependent behavior in order to develop a query workload model which is widely
independent of the measured system.
3.3 Measurement Methodology for the Gnutella
Overlay Network
3.3.1 Measurement Setup
For the analysis of peer behavior in P2P ﬁle sharing systems, we set up a client
node in the Gnutella overlay network [Gnu04]. Since the Gnutella protocol spec-
iﬁcation is publicly available, there are a number of client implementations. To
perform the measurements in the Gnutella network, we modify the open-source
Gnutella client Mutella [Mut04], to record a trace of all Gnutella messages routed
through the node. We denote this node asmeasurement peer. For each message the
trace includes a line of text containing the time when the message was received,
the type of the message, and for each message type a well formatted textual rep-
resentation of the data contained in the message such as query string, GUID etc.
Furthermore, the trace contains additional entries for the establishment and ter-
mination of TCP overlay connections. These entries include, amongst others, the
timestamp of the event as well as the IP address, port number and client version
of the connecting or disconnecting peer. Before writing the recorded data stream
to the hard disk of the measurement host, the stream is compressed in order to
reduce disk space requirements. We conduct only passive measurements; that is,
we do not generate messages actively, in order to minimize the disturbance of
the current network traﬃc by the measurement. Note that the clock of the mea-
surement host is synchronized to stratum 1 time servers using the network time
protocol (NTP) [Mil92]. Since the unit of the timestamps used in the traces is 1
second, which is suﬃcient to characterize the query behavior of P2P ﬁle sharing
users, the measured data is accurate with respect to the time related measures
(see Section 2.1).
To obtain a reasonable sampling of the network traﬃc in the traces, we specify
that the measurement client will run in ultrapeer mode and maintain up to 200
connections to other peers simultaneously. This results in more than four million
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Measure Value
Trace period 3/15/04 - 4/23/04
Number of QUERY messages 34,425,154
Number of QUERYHIT messages 1,339,540
Number of PING messages 27,159,805
Number of PONG messages 17,807,992
Number of direct connections 4,361,965
QUERY messages with hop count = 1 1,735,538
Table 3.1: Summary of trace characteristics
measured direct peer connections during the forty day measurement period, as
shown in Table 3.1. Approximately 40% of the connections are from peers that
are running in ultrapeer mode, and 60% are from leaf peers or peers that do not
support the ultrapeer mechanism (normal peers). Thus, all types of nodes are well
represented in the measured workload. Overall, the measured Gnutella signaling
traﬃc constitutes more than 10 GBytes of compressed trace data.
For convenience, the measurement node is located at the University of Dort-
mund. However, as will be shown in Section 3.3.4 below, the directly connected
peers are scattered around the globe with proportions of one-hop peers in North
America, Europe, and Asia that are approximately the same as the corresponding
proportions of the total peer population in each of the three continents. Since the
construction algorithm of the Gnutella overlay network does not contain any ge-
ographical bias in the peers that are directly connected, we hypothesize that the
placement of the measurement node does not impact the measured behavior of
the peers. Section 3.3.4 provides quantitative measures that conﬁrm this hypoth-
esis. Furthermore, we make sure that the measurement is not biased by ﬁltering
rules and traﬃc shapers located at the Internet gateway of the campus network.
This is done by assigning a special IP address to the measurement node which is
not aﬀected by the traﬃc control mechanisms of the Center for Communication
and Informationprocessing (Hochschulrechenzentrum).
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3.3.2 Measuring Peer Characteristics
This section shortly outlines how the most important characteristics of the mea-
sured data are measured. Since this chapter deals with the query behavior of
individual peers, the queries observed in the measurement have to be related to
their speciﬁc issuer. Unfortunately, a QUERY message does not include the IP
address or any other tag that can be used to identify the peer that generated the
query. However, each QUERY message generated by a user of a Gnutella client
that is directly connected to the measurement peer has a hop count equal to one,
and the IP addresses of these directly connected peers are known from the TCP
connections in the overlay. Since each QUERY message that is generated at a
client is sent to each directly connected peer (at least to all non-leaf peers), the
measurement node will receive every QUERY message from a directly connected
peer. We can thus relate QUERY messages to the corresponding issuer for each
connected peer session that has a distance of one hop. As stated in Table 3.1,
the trace comprises more than 1.7 millions QUERY messages, for which the is-
suer can be uniquely identiﬁed. The remainder of this chapter is based on these
QUERY messages. To determine the geographical region of a peer we use the
GeoIP database [Max04] for mapping IP addresses to continents.
A further important measure is the peer's session duration. There are no
Gnutella messages to indicate the start of a new client session. However, a con-
nected session starts when the Gnutella handshake between the measurement
peer and the one-hop peer is completed. Since the measurement client session
runs without interruption until the end of the measurement period, the termina-
tion of the TCP connection to a one-hop peer indicates the end of the one-hop
peer's session. We note that many Gnutella clients do not terminate an overlay
connection by sending a BYE message according to the Gnutella speciﬁcation.
Instead, most clients simply stop sending messages over the connection or cancel
the TCP connection. When the measurement peer detects that a connection is
idle for 15 seconds it sends a single PING message to the one-hop peer. If no
response is received after another 15 seconds the measurement peer will close
the connection. Thus, we will overestimate the end of most connected session
durations by approximately 30 seconds.
According to the Gnutella protocol, a query string matches to a shared ﬁle if
the set of keywords extracted from the query string is a subset of the keywords
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extracted from the ﬁlename. That is, Gnutella clients split query strings and
ﬁlenames at delimiter characters and compare the resulting sets of keywords. We
use this deﬁnition when measuring the number of distinct queries observed at
the measurement peer. Queries are assumed to be identical if they contain the
same set of keywords. We have also veriﬁed by inspection that the great majority
of the top 100 queries are each for diﬀerent ﬁles, rather than being variations of
keywords for the same ﬁles.
3.3.3 Filtering Gnutella System Behavior
By analyzing outliers in the trace ﬁle according to Section 2.1, we discovered sev-
eral anomalies in the queries received from some one-hop peers. Examining the
content of the User-Agent header exchanged during the handshake at connection
establishment, we determined that certain types of anomalies could be attributed
to peers running a speciﬁc client implementation. Since our objective is to char-
acterize the user workload rather than the behavior of the P2P system software,
we discard the following types of query messages that are automatically issued
by particular Gnutella client implementations to improve system responsiveness:
1. QUERY message with the SHA1 extension. The client software uses the
SHA1 hash sum to identify a speciﬁc ﬁle that is already known. Thus, this
query does not indicate the user's interest in a new ﬁle, but rather a search
for additionally sources to continue a ﬁle download.
2. QUERY message with a query string that has already been observed within a
client session. Many Gnutella clients provide features for automatically re-
sending a query in order to improve search results. These repeated queries
indicate that the system is searching for further results, rather than user
behavior.
3. QUERY message from a session that is connected for less than 64 seconds.
A large fraction of one-hop peers (i.e. 29%) disconnected in less than 10
seconds and another signiﬁcant fraction (32%) disconnect during the next
20-25 seconds. A total of about 70% of connections terminate in less than
64 seconds. Such frequently occurring quick disconnects are likely due to
system software decisions to disconnect from the measurement peer (for
unknown reason) rather than user behavior. They could partly be caused
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by Gnutella crawlers, which try to generate a map of the Gnutella topology
[SRS05]. However, these connections do not provide meaningful data for
characterizing user behavior, thus they have to be discarded. Since other
speciﬁc connection durations are not observed with unusual frequency, ses-
sions longer than 64 seconds are assumed to end due to user session termi-
nation.
Filtering sessions with a length less than 64 seconds will eliminate anomalies
in statistics for session duration and number of queries issued per session. In ad-
dition, the following query messages are sent by some peers soon after connecting
to the measurement peer:
4. QUERY messages with interarrival time of less than 1 second, and
5. QUERY messages with identical interarrival times. We found some peers
that issued query messages in regular intervals, e.g., 10 seconds.
Each of these queries indicates with high probability automated client behav-
ior. They appear to be automated re-queries for queries that were issued by the
user prior to connecting to the measurement peer. The client regularly re-submits
QUERY messages for each search task which the user does not close. I.e. many
clients allow to simultaneously open multiple search tasks in tabs. In the case of
query interarrival times of less than 1 second, the client automatically re-queries
all open search tasks in one bulk. Other clients automatically re-query open search
tasks in a round-robin fashion, resulting in QUERY messages with identical in-
terarrival times. Although queries identiﬁed by rules 4 and 5 were generated
automatically by the system software, the user query that was issued before the
client connected to the measurement peer is important. Thus, we include these
queries in the measures of query popularity distribution and number of queries
per session, but not in the measure of query interarrival time since the observed
arrival time was determined by the system software.
Table 3.2 shows the number of queries that are discarded when each of the ﬁrst
three rules is applied in sequence, and the number of queries that are not counted
in the measure of query interarrival time due to rules four and ﬁve. We note that
the number of queries discarded by each of the ﬁrst three rules is substantial.
For example, nearly half the queries are discarded by the second rule, which
identiﬁes queries that are repeated by the system to obtain further results, rather
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Rule # Queries # Sessions
Number of sessions and query messages from 1-hop neighbors 1,735,538 4,361,965
1 Ignore query messages with empty 410,513
keywords and SHA1 extension
2 Ignore query messages with identical query string 841,656
issued by the same peer within a session
3 Discard sessions with session 310,164 3,053,375
length of less than 64 seconds
Final number of QUERY messages and sessions considered 173,195 1,308,590
4 Ignore query messages from a speciﬁc peer with 77,058
query interarrival time of less than 1 seconds
5 Ignore subsequent query messages from a speciﬁc 14,715
peer with identical interarrival times
Final number of QUERY messages considered 81,432
in query interarrival time measure
Table 3.2: Number of queries matched by ﬁlter rules
than queries that are part of the user workload. Considering the large fraction
of automatically generated queries, we conclude that it is essential to apply the
ﬁlter rules in order to characterize the system-independent query behavior of
users. Nevertheless, there are still a substantial number of queries and connected
sessions that are analyzed to obtain the user workload characterization.
3.3.4 Representativeness of One-hop Peers
Since we can only measure the query behavior of peers that are directly connected
to the measurement node, we examine two measures that are consistent with the
hypothesis that the large number of one-hop peer sessions are representative of
all peer sessions in the system.
The ﬁrst measure is the geographical distribution of the one-hop peers as
compared to all peers. To measure the geographical distribution of all peers, we
determine the distribution of the IP addresses in all PONG and QUERYHIT
messages that are recorded at the measurement node. To measure the geograph-
ical distribution of the one-hop peers, we determine the distribution of the IP
addresses for all connected sessions. Figure 3.1 provides the fraction of one-hop
peers and the fraction of all peers, in each of the three geographical regions where
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Figure 3.1: Representativeness of 1-hop peers: geographical distribu-
tion
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Figure 3.2: Representativeness of 1-hop peers: number of shared ﬁles
most peers are located (North America, Europe, and Asia) during each one-hour
interval of a day. The value for each one-hour bin is an average over the entire
trace. We observe that the geographical distribution of one-hop peers is nearly
the same as the geographical distribution of all peers, although there is a slightly
higher fraction of one-hop peers in Asia and a slightly lower fraction in North
America during the daytime hours at the measurement node. As we will show
in Section 3.4, Asian peers tend to maintain shorter sessions than the peers in
the other two continents, so the number of Asian peers that are more distant
than one hop from the measurement node may be somewhat underestimated.
We, thus, conclude that the Gnutella client software connects to one-hop peers
that are widely distributed and appear to be randomly selected with respect to
geographical region.
In a second experiment, we analyze the number of shared ﬁles as reported in
PONGmessages from all peers and in PONGmessages from one-hop peers. Figure
3.2 plots the fraction of each class of peers that report number of shared ﬁles from
zero to one hundred. We observe that one-hop peers are reasonably representative
of the total peer population with respect to the number of shared ﬁles. In the
next section, we characterize the behavior of the one-hop peers, noting that the
measures presented in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are consistent with the hypothesis that
the one-hop peers are representative of the total peer population.
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3.4 Characterization of Query Behavior
Each connected (one-hop) peer session can be classiﬁed as either active or passive.
Active peers send at least one query in order to locate ﬁles for download. Passive
peers are connected in the overlay network but issue no queries. These peers
constitute an important component of a realistic workload because they don't
generate any query load and because they form part of the overlay network that
forwards and responds to queries. Thus, our characterization includes both types
of peers.
A key goal is to characterize all distributions needed for generating a synthetic
workload that accurately captures the query behavior of individual peers. Key
correlations among the workload characteristics need to be represented in the
synthetic workload. We, thus, begin in Section 3.4.1 by characterizing the fraction
of peers from each of the three continents where most peers reside, as a function
of the time of day. Section 3.4.2 characterizes the total query load from each of
the three continents as a function of the time of day, and identiﬁes peak periods
for each continent. The session characteristics that need to be represented in
a synthetic workload will then be conditioned on geographical location and/or
on high-load periods of the day, for whichever characteristics are found to be
heterogeneous in either of those domains.
To characterize connected peer sessions, we analyze the fraction of peers that
are passive (Section 3.4.3), the distribution of the session duration for passive
peers (Section 3.4.4), the distributions of the number of queries per session and the
query interarrival times for active peers (Section 3.4.5), and the query popularity
distribution (Section 3.4.6). The correlations among these session characteristics
and the geographical location of the peer or the time of day are determined as
each characteristic is analyzed. Signiﬁcant correlations are captured in the form
of conditional distributions, so that the correlations can easily be represented in a
synthetic workload. Model distributions for the important session characteristics
are also given, along with representative graphs that illustrate the close ﬁt be-
tween the model distributions and the measured distributions. The algorithm for
generating a synthetic workload from the measured characteristics is summarized
in Section 3.4.7.
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3.4.1 Geographical Distribution
As ﬁrst measure of the workload characterization, we analyze the geographical
distribution of peers conditioned on time of day at the measurement node. Curves
for the average fraction of peers from each continent during each hour of the 24-
hour day have been presented in Figure 3.1. The fraction of peers from each
continent on the outlier days (i.e. days with largest or smallest fraction from each
region) only diﬀer by about 5% in absolute value from the averages shown in the
ﬁgure. Thus, the fractions of peers from each region during each hour in Figure
3.1 are approximately representative of the relative mix of peers during each hour
on any given day.
We observe from Figure 3.1 that the relative fraction of peers from each ge-
ographical region changes modestly as a function of time of day. For example,
the fraction of North American peers decreases from about 80% to about 60%
during the hours of 3:00 to 12:00 at the measurement node, and then rises grad-
ually back to 80% between 12:00 and 3:00. Note that the x-axis in Figure 3.1
shows the local time at the measurement peer, i.e. CET. European and Asian
peers constitute much lower fractions of the Gnutella peers. The largest fraction
of European peers, close to 20%, is observed during noon to midnight. At about
6:00, their fraction constitute only about 6%. Similarly, the highest fraction of
Asian peers (about 13%) occurs during the afternoon and evening hours in Asia,
i.e. between 7:00 and 11:00 at the measurement peer. During the early morning
hours only about 4% of the peers are from Asia. Peers from other geographical
regions or with unknown origin constitute approximately 5-10% of the peers. To
create a synthetic workload, the interesting mixes of peers from North America,
Europe, and Asia (respectively) are for instance: 75%, 15%, 5% at 00:00, or 80%,
5%, 5% at 3:00, or 60%, 20%, 15% at 12:00. In the remainder of this chapter, we
characterize the peers in the three continents where most peers reside.
3.4.2 Periods of Peak Load
To analyze potential correlations between the various workload measures and the
time of day, it is useful to identify periods of time that have high and low query
activity for each geographical region. To accomplish this, Figure 3.3 plots the
number of queries received from the one-hop peers from each geographical region
in bins of 30 minutes as a function of time of day. The values of each bin are
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Figure 3.3: Load measured in number of queries vs. time (30 minutes
bins)
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averaged over the entire measurement period. Except for the Asian peers, the
average curves for each region show a similar correlation to time of day as Figure
3.1. In particular, we identify the following key periods from Figure 3.3:
03:00-04:00 peak in North America, sink for Europe
11:00-12:00 sink for North America, peak for Europe
13:00-14:00 sink for North America, peak for Europe, peak for Asia
19:00-20:00 joint peak for North America and Europe.
The minimum and maximum curves indicate a high variance for each bin.
Plots of the number of queries during each hour of an outlier day - i.e. a day
with the minimum or maximum total number of queries from the geographical
region - show that the number of queries is not consistently low or high during
each 30-minute interval, but instead varies greatly from one interval to the next.
This is due to statistical ﬂuctuations in a relatively small sample size during each
interval. That is, statistically, some peer sessions issue larger or smaller number of
queries than the average, causing the total number of queries during the interval
to diﬀer signiﬁcantly from the average.
3.4.3 Fraction of Passive Peers
We plot the fraction of passive peers versus time of day in Figure 3.4. In this
ﬁgure, we count the number of peer sessions that start in a 1-hour interval that
issue no queries (during the entire session) and calculate the ratio to all sessions
that start in the same hour. The average for each 1-hour interval is computed over
the entire measurement period. We observe that the fraction is almost the same
for each geographical region, with about 80% to 85% for North America, 75% to
80% for Europe, and 80% to 90% for Asia. Furthermore, the fraction of passive
peers ﬂuctuates only by about 5% over time of day. Comparing similar graphs
with averages for each bin calculated over the ﬁrst and the second half of the
measurement period, the fraction of passive peers does not change. We conclude
from these results that the fraction of passive peers is approximately independent
of time of day and of multiple-day periods. Recall that queries which are not
issued by users but by the client software are not counted in this measure. Thus,
passive peers as deﬁned here may well issue automated re-queries, so that the
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Figure 3.4: Fraction of connected peers that are passive
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motivation to start the client and connect to the Gnutella network for those
peers likely is to resume unﬁnished downloads.
3.4.4 Connected Session Duration for Passive Peers
As a passive peer does not send queries, the connected session duration is given
by the time during which the peer maintains at least one connection to another
peer. To check the correlation between session duration and geographical region,
Figure 3.5 (a) plots the complementary CDF (CCDF) of session duration broken
down to geographical region. We observe that session duration shows a signiﬁcant
correlation to geographical region. For instance, in Asia 85% of the sessions are
shorter than 2 minutes, in North America and in Europe only 77% and 60%
are shorter than 2 minutes, respectively. Sessions of an intermediate duration
between 2 and 200 minutes constitute 12% in Asia, 19% in North America, and
34% in Europe. Longer sessions make up 3% in Asia, 4% in North America, and
6% in Europe. Note that session durations between 17 and 50 hours account for
1% of the sessions in each geographical region, indicating that a considerable
fraction of the peers stays online for a very long time without generating queries.
Considering the impact of multiple-day periods, Figures 3.5 (b) and 3.5 (c) show
that the distribution of session duration is nearly identical in the ﬁrst and the
second half of the measurement period.
To analyze correlations between session duration and time of day, Figures 3.6
(a), 3.6 (b) and 3.6 (c) plot the CCDF of session duration for sessions starting in
each of the important periods. We observe that for European peers session dura-
tion shows a signiﬁcant correlation to time of day. In particular, sessions started
in the early morning are notably longer than sessions started in the afternoon
or evening. For example, the fraction of sessions with duration below 90 minutes
starting between 03:00 and 04:00 is 85%. However, this fraction is 93% for sessions
starting between 13:00 and 14:00. A similar trend is observed for sessions started
in the evening hours in North America, i.e. 11:00 to 12:00 at the measurement
peer. For Asian peers the correlation between connected session duration and
time of day is less obvious due to the relatively small sample size. Nevertheless,
Figure 3.6 (c) indicates shorter average session durations in the peak period of
Asian peers, i.e. between 13:00 and 14:00. We conclude that correlations between
session duration and time of day are signiﬁcant for generating synthetic workload.
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of connected session duration for passive peers
broken down by geographical region
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Figure 3.7: Fitting quality of connected session duration for passive
peers
Period of the day Fitted Matched
and peer location distribution parameters
Peak for North Body: 64-120 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.690, µ = 2.071
American peers Tail: > 120 seconds Weibull α = 0.3584, λ = 0.06529
Non-peak for North Body: 64-120 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.383, µ = 2.201
American peers Tail: > 120 seconds Weibull α = 0.3662, λ = 0.05541
Peak for European Body: 64-150 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.251, µ = 3.374
peers Tail: > 150 seconds Weibull α = 0.4406, λ = 0.03290
Non-peak for European Body: 64-150 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.541, µ = 3.895
peers Tail: > 150 seconds Weibull α = 0.4457, λ = 0.02468
Peak for Asian Body: 64-120 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.058, µ = 2.217
peers Tail: > 120 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.579, µ = 6.082
Non-peak for Asian Body: 64-104 seconds Lognormal σ = 1.816, µ = 1.852
peers Tail: > 104 seconds Weibull α = 0.3093, λ = 0.1139
Table 3.3: Model distributions and parameters for connected session
duration of passive peers
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Following the ﬁtting process described in Section 2.3, the session duration for
passive peers conditioned on geographical region and time of day can be well
modeled by a hybrid distribution composed of a lognormal distribution for the
body and a Weibull distribution for the tail. Figure 3.7 shows that such a hybrid
distribution reasonably models the measured session durations. Note, that session
durations of less than 64 seconds are not considered due to the ﬁltering mechanism
described in Section 3.3.3. That is, for ﬁtting the model distributions to the
measured data 64 seconds are subtracted from each measured session duration.
Thus, a workload generator choosing the session duration according to the ﬁtted
distributions stated in Table 3.3 has to increase the results by 64 seconds.
3.4.5 Active Peer Session Characteristics
Connected session duration for active peers is a measure composed of the number
of queries issued in a session, the time between the establishment of the connection
and the sending of the ﬁrst query, the time between sending two successive queries
and the time after sending the last query until termination of the connection.
Thus, in the following we characterize each of these measures separately.
Number of Queries per Session
Figure 3.8 (a) plots the CCDF of the number of queries per connected session
broken down by geographical region. Recall that sessions with zero queries are
passive and already considered in Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4. Thus, these sessions
are neglected in the analysis of the number of queries per session. We observe
a signiﬁcant correlation between number of queries and geographical region. For
instance, the fraction of peers that issue less than 5 queries is 93% for Asia, 86%
for North America, and only 74% for Europe. 5% of the Asian peers issue 5 to
10 queries. In North America and in Europe, these fractions constitute 10% and
18%, respectively. Moreover, we ﬁnd that sessions with more than 10 queries com-
prise 2% of the session in Asia, 4% in North America and 8% in Europe. As a
consequence, we conclude that European peers issue signiﬁcantly more queries
in a session than peers from the other geographical regions. Again, considering
multiple-day time periods by separating the ﬁrst and the second half of the mea-
surement period yields no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the corresponding curves.
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of number of queries per session
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Geographical region Fitted distribution Matched parameters
North America Lognormal σ = 1.306, µ = 0.001
Europe Lognormal σ = 1.306, µ = 0.520
Asia Weibull α = 0.4772, λ = 1.360
Table 3.4: Model distributions and parameters for number of queries
per session
In a further experiment, we analyze the correlation between number of queries
per session and time of day. Figure 3.8 (b) plots the CCDF of number of queries
per session for sessions of European peers starting in each of the important periods
identiﬁed in Section 3.4.2. We ﬁnd that number of queries per session is roughly
insensitive to session start time for 90% of the sessions from Europe. The same
holds for sessions of peers from the other geographical regions.
In our measurement setup, we use the ﬁlter rules presented in Section 3.3.3
to discard all queries, which are automatically generated by Gnutella clients.
The matching of rules 4 and 5 indicates that there are user-generated queries,
which were issued before the peer connects to the measurement node. Thus,
these queries contribute to the overall number of queries a user issues in his
session, although we cannot determine the sending time due to the measurement
setup. For completeness, we provide the distribution of the number of queries per
session when ﬁlter rules 4 and 5 are not applied in Figure 3.8 (c). We observe
that the number of queries without applying ﬁlter rules 4 and 5 most signiﬁcantly
changes for Asian peers. For Asian peers there is a large fraction of about 4% of
sessions with more than 100 queries. Without analyzing this behavior in detail,
we conjecture that the relatively large fraction of sessions with many automated
but distinct queries are caused by a special feature of Asian Gnutella clients. The
analysis in the remainder of this section is based on the number of queries with
ﬁlter rules 4 and 5 applied.
Figure 3.9 graphically shows that the lognormal distribution is a suitable
model for the number of queries per session for North American and European
peers. The number of queries per session issued by Asian peers is better modeled
by a Weibull distribution. The matched parameters of the model for the three
most important geographical regions are stated in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.9: Fitting quality of number of queries per session
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Time until First Query
We plot in Figure 3.10 (a) the CCDF of the time between connection establish-
ment and sending of the ﬁrst query broken down by geographical region. While
the curves look very similar for North American and European peers, there is a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence for Asian peers. The ﬁrst query within a session from Asian
peers is issued within 10 seconds for 7% of the peers, whereas this fraction con-
stitutes 20% for North America and Europe. The fraction of peers that issue a
query within 30 seconds stays with 50% almost equal for all regions. Another
40% of the Asian peers issue the ﬁrst query within 30 and 90 seconds. The same
fraction of peers issues the ﬁrst query within 30 and 1,000 seconds for Europe,
indicating a signiﬁcant correlation to geographical region. Furthermore, a fraction
of 1% of the sessions started in North America and Europe issue the ﬁrst query
after 33,000 seconds, i.e. after more than 9 hours.
To analyze correlations between time until ﬁrst query and number of queries
issued in a session, Figure 3.11 plots the percentile curves for time until ﬁrst
query conditioned on the number of queries issued in the session. We observe for
each of the important geographical regions that the 20th and 50th percentiles
are almost equal for all number of queries. That is, at least for the half of the
sessions with small time until ﬁrst query, there is no correlation to the number
of queries. In contrast, for the sessions with longer time until ﬁrst query there is
correlation, which is very diﬀerent for the three geographical regions. For North
American peers time until ﬁrst query shows an increasing trend with increasing
number of queries. We can identify three noticeable regions of the number of
queries: less than 3 queries, exactly 3 queries and more than 3 queries. European
peers behave very diﬀerent. Here, signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the 80th percentile can
be identiﬁed for sessions with less or exactly 8 queries and for sessions with more
than 8 queries. For Asian peers there is no clear trend, which we attribute to the
small sample set in the measurements. Thus, for Asian peers we neglect potential
correlations between time until ﬁrst query and number of queries per session.
Figure 3.10 (b) plots the CCDF of time until ﬁrst query for North American
peers broken down by the three regions of the number of queries identiﬁed above.
This ﬁgure underlines that the conditional distributions are equal for 50% of the
sessions with an early ﬁrst query, while there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence for the
50% of the session with late ﬁrst query. In particular, in 90% of the sessions with
less than 3 queries the ﬁrst query is issued before 200 seconds, in the sessions
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Figure 3.10: Distribution of time until ﬁrst query
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Figure 3.11: Correlation between time until ﬁrst query and number of
queries
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with exactly 3 queries before 1,000 seconds and in sessions with more than 3
queries before 2,000 seconds. We conclude from Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.10 (b)
that time until ﬁrst query is correlated with number of queries per session for
North American and European peers.
Figure 3.10 (c) plots the CCDF of time until ﬁrst query for the important
daily time periods of European peers identiﬁed above. We ﬁnd that in a signif-
icant fraction of sessions started in the non-peak hours the ﬁrst query is sent
10,000 seconds and more after session start. These fractions constitute 10% for
Europe. The same trend can be observed for the other geographical regions. We
conclude from Figure 3.10 (c) that there is a signiﬁcant correlation between time
of day and time until ﬁrst query. To capture this correlation, the workload model
distinguishes between sessions starting in peak and in non-peak-hours.
The time until the ﬁrst query conditioned on geographical region, time of
day and number of queries per session can be modeled by a hybrid distribution
composed of a Weibull distribution and a lognormal distribution as shown in
Figure 3.12. Note that depending on the geographical region and the number of
queries per session diﬀerent combinations of Weibull and lognormal distributions
ﬁt best to the measured data. The parameters for the conditional distributions are
presented in Table 3.5. Since the number of measured sessions from Asian peers
is too small to identify signiﬁcant correlation to number of queries per session
Table 3.5 provides the ﬁtted distributions for Asian peers without distinguishing
diﬀerent number of queries per session.
Query Interarrival Time
We denote the time between issuing two successive queries as query interarrival
time. Figure 3.13 (a) plots the CCDF of query interarrival time broken down
by geographical region. This ﬁgure shows that queries generated by European
peers have shorter interarrival times than queries from the other two regions.
For instance, the fraction of interarrival times below 100 seconds constitutes 90%
for Europe, while it is 83% for Asia and 75% for North America. We conclude
from Figure 3.13 (a) that query interarrival time shows a signiﬁcant correlation
to geographical region.
The analysis of the correlation between query interarrival time and number
of queries per session reveals some interesting results. Percentile curves in Figure
3.14(a) show that for North American peers there seems to be a slight trend
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Figure 3.12: Fitting quality of time until ﬁrst query
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Figure 3.13: Distribution of query interarrival time
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Figure 3.14: Correlation between query interarrival time and number
of queries
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Period of the day Number of queries Fitted Matched
and peer location per session distribution parameters
< 3 queries Body: 0-45 seconds Weibull α = 1.477, λ = 0.005247
Tail: > 45 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.858, µ = 5.171
Peak for North = 3 queries Body: 0-35 seconds Weibull α = 1.364, λ = 0.007930
American peers Tail: > 35 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.562, µ = 5.476
> 3 queries Body: 0-35 seconds Weibull α = 1.041, λ = 0.02252
Tail: > 35 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.748, µ = 5.634
< 3 queries Body: 0 - 50 seconds Weibull α = 1.156, λ = 0.01796
Non-peak for Tail: > 50 seconds Lognormal σ = 3.150, µ = 5.647
North American = 3 queries Body: 0 - 35 seconds Weibull α = 1.240, λ = 0.01308
peers Tail: > 35 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.849, µ = 5.394
> 3 queries Body: 0 - 35 seconds Weibull α = 0.9892, λ = 0.02906
Tail: > 35 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.996, µ = 6.404
<= 8 queries Body: 0-40 seconds Weibull α = 1.428, λ = 0.005849
Peak for Tail: > 40 seconds Weibull α = 0.3788, λ = 0.08184
European peers > 8 queries Body: 0-40 seconds Lognormal σ = 1.393, µ = 2.330
Tail: > 40 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.418, µ = 6.069
<= 8 queries Body: 0 - 35 seconds Weibull α = 1.355, λ = 0.007818
Non-peak for Tail: > 35 seconds Weibull α = 0.3032, λ = 0.1240
European peers > 8 queries Body: 0 - 35 seconds Lognormal σ = 1.320, µ = 2.214
Tail: > 35 seconds Weibull α = 0.3938, λ = 0.04900
Asian peers Body: 0-35 seconds Weibull α = 1.872, λ = 0.001604
Tail: > 35 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.666, µ = 5.416
Table 3.5: Model distributions and parameters for time until ﬁrst query
towards longer interarrival times in sessions with more queries, indicated by the
increasing 80th percentile curve. This trend is most signiﬁcant for number of
queries of exactly 2 compared with number of queries of more than 2. In contrast,
for European peers the query interarrival times tend to decrease with increasing
number of queries per session. The most obvious diﬀerence in interarrival times
is between sessions with less or equal 8 queries and sessions with more than 8
queries. As in the previous discussion of the time until ﬁrst query the percentile
plots for Asian peers show no clear correlation. Thus, we again neglect a potential
correlation.
For a more detailed analysis Figures 3.13 (b) and 3.13 (c) plot the CCDF of
query interarrival time conditioned on the number of queries for North American
and European peers, respectively. Whereas there is no signiﬁcant correlation be-
tween these two measures for North American peers, sessions of European peers
with many queries have smaller interarrival times than sessions with few queries.
This indicates that there is a diﬀerence in the environment of North American
and European peers like e.g. the prizing model of the Internet service providers.
Due to this diﬀerence, sessions of North American peers with many queries tend
to connect for a longer period compared to similar sessions of European peers. We
conclude that query interarrival time has to be conditioned on number of queries
per session for European peers but not for North American peers.
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Figure 3.15: Query interarrival time conditioned on time of day
To analyze the correlation to time of day, Figure 3.15 plots the CCDF of query
interarrival time broken down to the important daily time periods for European
peers. It shows that queries issued in peak hours (all daily periods except 03:00-
04:00) have longer interarrival times than queries issued in non-peak hours. For
example, 94% of the queries issued in Europe between 3:00 and 4:00 have an
interarrival time below 100 seconds, while this fraction is only 85% for sessions
starting between 11:00 and 12:00. Results for the other geographical regions are
identical. We conclude that query interarrival time shows a signiﬁcant correlation
to time of day.
As before, we provide a ready-to-use model for the conditional distributions
of query interarrival time. Figure 3.16 shows that a hybrid distribution com-
posed of a lognormal body and a Pareto tail matches well to the measured query
interarrival times. We conclude from this ﬁgure that the distribution of query in-
terarrival times is heavy-tailed. The parameters for the conditional distributions
are summarized in Table 3.6.
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Figure 3.16: Fitting quality of query interarrival time
Period of the day Number of queries Fitted Matched
and peer location per session distribution parameters
Peak for North Body: ≤ 300 seconds Lognormal σ = 1.752, µ = 3.375
American peers Tail: > 300 seconds Pareto α = 0.8368, k = 300
Non-peak for North Body: ≤ 300 seconds Lognormal σ = 1.830, µ = 3.053
American peers Tail: > 300 seconds Pareto α = 0.8117, k = 300
28 queries Body: ≤ 30 seconds Lognormal σ = 1.403, µ = 2.953
Peak for Tail: > 30 seconds Pareto α = 0.6451, k = 30
European peers > 8 queries Body: ≤ 30 seconds Lognormal σ = 1.194, µ = 2.051
Tail: > 30 seconds Pareto α = 0.7128, k = 30
28 queries Body: ≤ 30 seconds Lognormal σ = 1.2715, µ = 2.827
Non-peak for Tail: > 30 seconds Pareto α = 0.6890, k = 30
European peers > 8 queries Body: ≤ 30 seconds Lognormal σ = 1.121, µ = 1.962
Tail: > 30 seconds Pareto α = 0.7962, k = 30
Peak for Body: ≤ 30 seconds Lognormal σ = 1.406, µ = 2.594
Asian peers Tail: > 30 seconds Pareto α = 0.4564, k = 30
Non-peak for Body: ≤ 30 seconds Lognormal σ = 1.337, µ = 2.859
Asian peers Tail: > 30 seconds Pareto α = 0.6398, k = 30
Table 3.6: Model distributions and parameters for query interarrival
time
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Figure 3.17: Distribution of time after last query
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Time after Last Query
Figure 3.17 (a) plots the CCDF of the time between sending the last query and
termination of the connection broken down by geographical region. The ﬁgure
shows that only a very small fraction of peers close the connection in less than
12 seconds after the last query. Furthermore, the distributions are very similar
for North American and European peers, while Asian peers tend to close sessions
much faster. For instance, the fraction of sessions with a time after last query of
more than 1000 seconds is 30% and 25% for Europe and North America, while it
is only 18% for Asia. Recall that the time after last query may be overestimated
by approximately 30 seconds due to the measurement setup. We conclude that
there is a signiﬁcant correlation between time after last query and geographical
region.
As ﬁrst indication for the correlation between time after last query and num-
ber of queries per session Figure 3.18 shows the corresponding percentile plots
for North American, European, and Asian peers. The plots show a slight posi-
tive correlation for North American and Asian peers, whereas for European peers
there is no signiﬁcant correlation. From the ﬁgure we identify the following dis-
tinguishing ranges for the number of queries: a single query, 2 queries, between
3 and 7 queries, 8 queries and more than 8 queries. The CCDF of time after last
query conditioned on number of queries for North American peers is shown in
Figure 3.17 (b). We observe the smallest and largest values for the time after the
last query for sessions with a single query, and with 8 and more queries, respec-
tively. Furthermore, the conditional distributions for 2 queries and 3 to 7 queries
are identical for 99% of the sessions, similar to the curves for exactly 8 and more
than 8 queries. Combining both distributions of these pairs, we observe a positive
correlation between time after last query and number of queries per session for
90% of the sessions. We conclude from Figures 3.18 and 3.17 (b) that the dis-
tribution of time after last query must be conditioned on number of queries per
session for North American and Asian peers.
Analyzing the correlation to time of day for European peers in Figure 3.17
(c), we ﬁnd that sessions sending the last query in the non-peak hours have a
shorter time after last query than sessions sending the last query in peak hours.
This trend is most noticeable in Europe, where the time after the last query for
sessions sending the last query between 03:00 and 04:00 is below 10,000 seconds
for more than 99% of the sessions, while it is below 91% of the sessions sending
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Figure 3.18: Correlation between time after last query and number of
queries
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Period of the day Number of queries Fitted Matched
and peer location per session distribution parameters
1 query Body: 0-70 seconds Lognormal σ = 0.3395, µ = 4.330
Peak for North Tail: > 70 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.658, µ = 5.668
American peers 2-7 queries Lognormal σ = 2.259, µ = 5.686
> 7 queries Lognormal σ = 2.145, µ = 6.107
1 query Body: 0-70 seconds Lognormal σ = 0.2931, µ = 4.277
Non-peak for North Tail: > 70 seconds Weibull α = 0.3299, λ = 0.1067
American peers 2-7 queries Lognormal σ = 2.156, µ = 5.672
> 7 queries Lognormal σ = 2.286, µ = 6.036
Peak for Lognormal σ = 2.270, µ = 5.577
European peers
Non-peak for Lognormal σ = 2.445, µ = 5.756
European peers
1 query Body: 0-60 seconds Lognormal σ = 0.1575, µ = 4.126
Peak for Tail: > 60 seconds Lognormal σ = 2.730, µ = 3.177
Asian peers 2-7 queries Lognormal σ = 2.122, µ = 5.948
> 7 queries Lognormal σ = 2.051, µ = 5.785
1 query Body: 0-60 seconds Lognormal σ = 0.1685, µ = 4.118
Non-peak for Tail: > 60 seconds Lognormal σ = 3.367, µ = 3.144
Asian peers 2-7 queries Lognormal σ = 2.109, µ = 5.850
> 7 queries Lognormal σ = 2.043, µ = 6.301
Table 3.7: Model distributions and parameters for time after last query
the last query at other times. For North American peers we observe the same
trend. We conclude from Figure 3.17 (c) that time after last query is correlated
to time of day.
The time after the last query conditioned on geographical region, time of
day and number of queries per session can be well modeled by combinations of
lognormal and Weibull distributions. As shown in Figure 3.19 (a) the distribution
for sessions with a single query of North American peers at the peak time of day
is best modeled by a combination of two lognormal distributions for the body and
the tail, respectively. For sessions with more than a single query, the distribution
of time after last query follow a lognormal distribution as shown in Figure 3.19
(b). As before all distributional models and the corresponding parameters are
provided in Table 3.7.
3.4.6 Query Popularity Distribution
Since users interests will change over time, we expect that the set of queries
that are popular will change within the measurement period. To conﬁrm this
assumption, we illustrate the hot set drift, i.e. the drift in the most popular queries
[MEW00]. For illustration, we determine the number of the top ten queries on
day n that are found among the top N queries on the subsequent day, for N = 10,
20 and 100. Furthermore, we perform the same experiment for the queries with
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Figure 3.20: Drift in query popularity (peers in North America)
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Measure 4-day 2-day 1-day
period period period
Number of diﬀerent queries 6106 3588 1990
from North American peers
Number of diﬀerent queries 5382 3729 1934
from European peers
Number of diﬀerent queries 776 299 153
from Asian peers
Number of queries in intersection
set between North American 323 114 56
and European peers
Number of queries in intersection
set between North American 41 15 5
and Asian peers
Number of queries in intersection
set between European 28 10 5
and Asian peers
Number of queries in intersection
set between North American, 17 4 2
European and Asian peers
Table 3.8: Query class sizes
ranks 11-20 and 21-100 on day n, respectively. Figure 3.20 plots the CCDF of the
observed distributions for North American peers. The ﬁgure shows that for about
70% of the days the number of top 10 queries that are found in the top 100 on the
subsequent day is not larger than 4, indicating a signiﬁcant hot set drift. Even the
top 100 queries change signiﬁcantly from day to day, as Figure 3.20 (c) illustrates.
We conclude from Figure 3.20 that the query popularity distribution cannot be
calculated over the entire trace, since the hot set drift must be considered.
In addition to temporal drift, we conjecture that the query popularity distribu-
tion depends on the geographical location of peers. To conﬁrm this, we determine
the set of distinct queries issued by North American, European and Asian peers,
subsequently, for periods of 1,2, and 4 days. Furthermore, we determine the pair-
wise intersection between the query sets and the intersection of all three sets. The
cardinalities of the sets for the three time periods are shown in Table 3. We note
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that the cardinality of the intersection between the query sets of North American
and European peers is about 2.8% of the cardinality of the North American set
and the European set for a single day. Even for a 4-day period, the cardinality of
the intersection is not larger than 6%. The relative cardinality of the intersection
of the query sets from all three continents is between 0.001% and 0.02% for all
geographical regions and periods. We conclude from Table 3.8 that peers from
diﬀerent geographical regions issue diﬀerent queries. Nevertheless, there is a small
intersection that should be considered in an accurate workload model.
As a consequence of Figure 3.20 and Table 3.8 we employ the following
methodology for computation of representative query popularity distributions.
To account for geographical correlations, we divide the queries for each day into
seven sets, i.e. one set for queries that are issued only from a single geographical
region, three sets for queries that are issued by peers from two geographical re-
gions (one for each pair), and one set of queries that are issued by peers from all
three regions. We rank the queries by their frequency for each day and each of the
seven subsets. To consider the hot set drift, we calculate the average frequency
for a query with rank i for all days. Note, that according to Figure 3.20 the query
with rank i on day n in general is diﬀerent from the query with rank i on day
n + 1. Thus, ranking queries separately for each day preserves the hot-set drift
and we obtain an average distribution of query popularity for a single day.
The small number of distinct queries issued by all Asian peers per day (on
average 153) does not provide a representative and stochastic meaningful sam-
ple. Thus, we concentrate the characterization of the query popularity on North
American and European peers in the remainder of this section. Figure 3.21 plots
the probability mass function (pmf) of the popularity distributions for the class
of queries issued only by North American peers, the class of queries issued only by
European peers, and the class of queries issued by both North American and Eu-
ropean peers. On a log-log scale, the curves are nearly linear, indicating that the
query popularity per day follows a Zipf-like distribution. Note that the skew in
the Zipf-like distribution (i.e. the slope of the line) is somewhat diﬀerent for each
region; in fact, the ﬁtted Zipf-like distribution has parameter αNA = 0.386 for
queries issued only in North America, and αE = 0.223 for queries issued only in
Europe. We also note that, similar to [KWX01] and [Sri01], when we compute the
popularity distribution for the aggregate set of queries over multiple days from
our measurement trace, we observe a ﬂattened head in the distribution, since
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Figure 3.21: Distribution of average 1-day query popularity
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there are multiple queries in the aggregate set that were accessed with similar
frequency but on diﬀerent days. This can be seen in the popularity distributions
for multiple days periods of 4 and 10 days that are shown in Figure 3.22 and Fig-
ure 3.23, respectively. Similarly, the popularity distribution for the queries that
are issued by both North American and European peers (shown in Figure 3.21
(c)) has a ﬂattened head and is ﬁt by two diﬀerent Zipf-like distributions, one
for queries ranked 1 to 45 with αI,body = 0.453 and the other for queries ranked
46 to 100 with αI,tail = 4.67. Furthermore, the values of these Zipf parameters
are signiﬁcantly smaller than those observed in related work [Sri01], due to ﬁl-
tering of automated queries. This fact, again, provides evidence that the ﬁltering
of automated client behavior is essential for characterizing user behavior in a
peer-to-peer ﬁle sharing system. As a consequence of the small Zipf parameters,
caching of responses will be more eﬀective for reducing network load in systems
that use aggressive automated re-query features than in systems that only issue
queries on the users action.
For synthetic workload generation for peers in North America and Europe,
the results shown in Table 3.8 and Figure 3.21 can be used as follows: For North
American peers, a query is in the set of North American queries with a probability
of 0.97, and with probability 0.03 in the intersection set of queries from North
American and European peers. Thus, for each query the set is chosen with these
probabilities. After that, the query is chosen by a Zipf-like distribution with the
parameter determined by Figure 3.21 for the according set. Recall that we use
only two geographical regions, North America and Europe in the characterization
of the query popularity. However, the methodology can be extended in a straight-
forward way to more geographical regions.
3.4.7 Generating Synthetic Workloads
In this section we outline how to apply the characteristics derived in Sections
3.4.1 to 3.4.6 to generate P2P ﬁle sharing system workloads. Consider a system
in steady state with N peers. When a peer ﬁnishes a session, it is replaced by a
new peer. All peers are modeled as described in Figure 3.24. The evaluation is
performed for a given time of day, which is selected before workload generation.
The algorithm can be applied for peers from each geographical regions by using
the corresponding conditional distributions identiﬁed in Sections 3.4.1 to 3.4.6.
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Figure 3.22: Distribution of 4-day query popularity
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Figure 3.23: Distribution of 10-day query popularity
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For each peer:
(1) Select the geographical region, each with probability conditioned
on time of day as given by Figure 3.1.
(2) Determine whether the peer is passive or active, each with the prob-
ability conditioned on geographical region, as given by Figure 3.4.
(3) If the peer is passive:
(a) Choose the connected session duration conditioned on time of
day according to Table 3.3.
(4) If the peer is active:
(a) Determine the number of queries per session conditioned on
geographical region according to Table 3.4.
(b) Determine the time until ﬁrst query conditioned on the number
of queries and time of day according to Table 3.5.
(c) For each query:
(i) Determine the query interarrival time conditioned on time
of day according to Table 3.6.
(ii) Determine the class of the query according to Table 3.8.
(iii) Determine the rank of the query according to the distribu-
tion of rank for the query class, e.g., according to Figure
3.21 (a) for queries by North American peers only.
(d) Determine the time after last query conditioned on time of day
according to Table 3.7
Figure 3.24: Algorithm for generating a synthetic workload
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we provided a detailed synthetic workload model for the query
behavior of peers in a P2P ﬁle sharing system. We conducted a comprehensive
measurement study in the Gnutella system in order to capture the query behav-
ior of individual peers. By developing ﬁlter rules that distinguish user generated
queries from queries generated automatically by the client software, the system-
independent user behavior is extracted from the trace. Based on the measured
data, we characterized the user-induced query behavior by analyzing various
workload measures. These measures include the fraction of connected sessions
that are completely passive, the duration of such sessions, and for each active
session, the number of queries issued, the query interarrival time, the time until
ﬁrst query, the time after last query, and the query popularity. The characteri-
zation captures the key correlations in the observed workload measures as well
as correlation with geographical region and time of day, such that the measured
behavior can be used in constructing realistic synthetic workloads.
Key new observations include: (1) automated re-queries generated by the
client software have a signiﬁcant impact on most workload measures and thus
have to be ﬁltered for characterizing user behavior, (2) number of queries per ses-
sion and passive session duration are sensitive to geographical region, with peers
in Europe issuing on average more queries per session and having longer passive
session durations than peers from North America and Asia, (3) the time between
the last query in an active session and the end of the session has a much heavier
tail than the time between queries, (4) the 100 most popular queries change sig-
niﬁcantly from one day to the next and, (5) 97% of the queries issued from peers
in North America are not issued by peers in Europe, and vice versa.
Considering all correlations between the workload measures, the geographical
region, and the time of day, we provided the ﬁtted conditional distributions and
the corresponding parameters which accurately reﬂect the measured data. Fur-
thermore, an algorithm for generating detailed query workload is given which can
be directly used for evaluating new P2P system designs.
Chapter 4
Characterization of Web Sites by
their Structural Properties
The classiﬁcation of individual Web sites within a particular top-level domain
will be extremely valuable for improving the capabilities of search engines. In
fact, the classiﬁcation of individual Web sites will support personalized ranking,
clustering of search results, and search in specialized indexes. To build the basis
for a coarse classiﬁcation of Web sites which does not employ costly content-
based classiﬁcation approaches, this chapter analyzes the structural properties of
Web sites. These structural properties reﬂect the size, the organization, the link
structure, and the composition of URLs of Web sites. Contrary to previous work,
we analyze entire Web sites instead of individual Web pages. Our measurement
study is based upon more than 2,300 Web sites composed of 11 million crawled
and 73 million known pages from the top-level domain .de. To provide a com-
prehensive picture of the German Web, we distinguish twelve diﬀerent categories
of Web sites. Building on the presented analysis of structural properties, we can
aggregate these twelve categories into the ﬁve classes Brochure, Listing, Blog, In-
stitution, and Personal considering close similar structural properties and similar
function at the same time. For these classes of Web sites the structural properties
are compared and characterized in terms of probability distributions which well
reﬂect the measured data. By investigating the correlation structure between the
structural properties we identify further diﬀerences in the composition of Web
sites of diﬀerent classes.
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4.1 Previous Results on Characterization of Web
Sites
There is a large body of prior work on measurement and characterization of the
Web which addresses various aspects. Most of these are related to the measure-
ment of Web traﬃc in order to characterize client behavior as in [BC98], Web
site usage as in [CG04], [ISZ99], or Web performance as in [BC99]. A somewhat
outdated survey over papers considering these aspects of the Web can be found
in [Pit99]. Since the measurement and characterization presented in this chapter
concentrates on structural properties of Web sites we do not elaborate on the
traﬃc related aspects of the Web.
A further research issue for previous Web characterizations is the evolution
of Web pages, i.e. the frequency and degree of how Web pages change over time.
Several recent papers, e.g. [CGM00], [NCO04], [FMNW03], presented Web mea-
surement studies to investigate the change frequency and the lifespan of individual
Web pages across diﬀerent top-level domains. Cho and Garcia-Molina [CGM00]
studied the evolution of more than 500,000 Web pages drawn from 270 US Web
sites. They found that about 40% of all Web pages they considered changed within
a week and that it took 50 days until half of the considered number of pages had
changed. In a complementary study [FMNW03], Fetterly and his co-workers stud-
ied the evolution of more than 150 million Web pages across European, US, and
Asian top-level domains by crawling them once a week over a period of 11 weeks.
They observed a strong relationship between the top-level domain and the fre-
quency of change of a document whereas the relationship between the top-level
domain and the degree of change is much weaker. Recently, Ntoulas, Cho, and
Olston [NCO04] presented the most extensive study using weekly snapshots of
154 US Web sites over the course of a year. Among other things, they investigated
the predictability of the degree of change for individual Web sites and concluded
that the ability to predict future degree of content change from past behavior can
vary signiﬁcantly from site to site.
Opposed to [CGM00], [NCO04], [FMNW03], our Web measurement study is
not focused on the evolution of the Web but on analyzing structural properties of
Web sites. The evolution studies state that pages drawn from Web sites belonging
to diﬀerent domains change at diﬀerent rates [CGM00], [FMNW03]. We believe
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and show that Web sites from distinct thematic clusters, which are comparable
to Web sites from the top-level domain .gov in contrast to Web sites from .edu,
also diﬀer in their structural properties.
Characterizations of structural properties so far focus on examining the link
structure of the Web. The papers [BKM+00], [DKM+02] report large-scale mea-
surement studies of the Web's link structure to gain insight into its composition.
Broder and his co-workers [BKM+00] showed that the distributions of the number
of incoming and outgoing links of a page, denoted as indegree and outdegree, fol-
low power-law distributions. Furthermore, the authors provided evidence that the
macroscopic structure of the Web comprises three main components: IN, SCC,
and OUT. Thereby, SCC is a strongly connected component containing Web
pages in which each page can be reached by each other page in the component
following hyperlinks. The IN component comprises Web pages from which SCC
can be reached via hyperlinks, but which cannot be reached from pages of SCC.
Likewise, OUT contains all pages which can be reached from pages in SCC but do
not link to SCC. That is, the Web looks like a bow tie. Building on these results,
Dill et al. [DKM+02] discovered that both micro- and macroscopic graph struc-
tures of the Web possess the bow tie structure, i.e. cohesive sub-regions of the
Web display the same characteristics as the Web at large with respect to the link
structure. These cohesive sub-regions, introduced as so called thematically uniﬁed
clusters, are for example collections of Web pages sharing a common subject or
a random collection of Web sites.
We adopt the idea of considering thematically uniﬁed clusters. Though, in-
stead of clustering single pages or building random collections, we identify cate-
gories of functional related Web sites. In contrast to [BKM+00] and [DKM+02],
we focus on measuring and analyzing structural properties of entire Web sites.
The aim of our study lies in ﬁguring out how Web sites are composed and in
identifying diﬀerences between sites of distinct categories. This enables the coarse
classiﬁcation of Web sites by their structural properties. In contrast, [BKM+00],
[DKM+02], aimed at gaining insight in the graph structure of the Web.
First characterizations of entire Web sites include [MS97] and [BRVX04]. Man-
ley and Seltzer analyzed 10 Web server log ﬁles representing 3 diﬀerent categories
of Web sites in order to compare the access patterns and growth of these sites
[MS97]. They found that depending on the site category, the increase in num-
ber of visits of a site correlates with the number of Web users, the number of
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documents a user visits on the site, the fee structure of the site, the visibility
in search engines, or marketing strategy of the Web master. Thus, the authors
showed diﬀerences in the usage patterns of sites belonging to diﬀerent categories.
In [BRVX04] Bent et al. characterized the workload at 3000 commercial Web
sites in terms of cookie usage and cachability of documents. They found that the
indiscriminate usage of cookies for all types of documents (even pictures) is very
common in the observed set of Web sites. Furthermore, most Web sites do not use
the cache-control features of HTTP 1.1. The authors conclude, that the perfor-
mance could be signiﬁcantly improved if the Web masters would more carefully
consider the performance implications of their Web design.
As [MS97] we identify diﬀerences between sites of diﬀerent categories. How-
ever, in contrast to [MS97] and [BRVX04], we do not only consider academic, busi-
ness, and informational sites, but provide a characterization of a comprehensive
set of Web sites which represents all major categories of the Web. Furthermore, as
[BRVX04] we analyze the organization of Web sites but do not focus on caching-
related measures. Instead, we provide the basis for automatically classifying Web
sites into categories based on a number of structural properties.
Recently, Gibson et al. studied the volume and evolution of Web page tem-
plates [GPT05]. Template material is common content or formatting that appears
on multiple pages of a Web site. They found that 40-50% of the content on the
Web constitutes templates. Furthermore, they observed that template usage sig-
niﬁcantly diﬀers for diﬀerent categories of Web sites. As [GPT05], we analyze
structural properties of entire Web sites and realize the need for the coarse clas-
siﬁcation of Web sites. In contrast to [GPT05], we identify the major classes of
the Web by clustering functionally related categories of Web sites based upon
structural properties while still keeping the functional relation.
Closely related to the characterization presented in this chapter is the pa-
per [ACD+03] by Amitay et al. Based on a measurement study of 202 large and
popular Web sites in late 2001 they analyzed the link structure and directory
organization of sites from eight categories. Without characterizing the sites in de-
tail Amitay et al. report diﬀerences in several structural properties for sites from
diﬀerent categories. These structural properties are related to the distribution of
pages into the site's directory structure, the external indegree and outdegree, and
the internal linkage structure of the site. A decision-rule classiﬁer exploiting the
diﬀerent structure of sites from diﬀerent categories yields an average classiﬁcation
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accuracy of 55% in estimating the site category from the structural properties.
This early work reports that the site category correlates to some extent to a num-
ber of structural properties. However, Amitay et al. considered static pages only
and concentrated on link structure and directory organization. Furthermore, the
measured data is heavily biased towards large and popular sites, because the con-
sidered sites are chosen according to external indegree and outdegree. In contrast,
this chapter provides a detailed characterization of the structural properties of
Web sites which examines each individual property and the correlation structure
between the properties. This characterization is based on a recent measurement
study comprising more than 2,300 Web sites which covers not only linkage re-
lated properties but additionally includes structural properties reﬂecting the size,
the organization and the composition of URLs. Furthermore, our study is not
restricted to static pages, but also considers dynamically generated documents
which make up an increasing fraction of the pages in the Web.
4.2 Measurement Methodology for Structural
Properties of Web Sites
4.2.1 Selection of Web Sites
The Web consists of a vast amount of information available on innumerable Web
sites. Nevertheless, many of these Web sites are related by the kind of informa-
tion they present so that they can be assigned to certain categories. The major
categories of Web sites are:
Academic: Web sites of universities, research institutions, and universities of
applied sciences.
Blog: The group of Web logs.
City: The Web presences of cities.
Education: Web sites of schools and educational institutions like advanced
training centers.
Forum: Online forums, discussion groups, and chat portals.
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Foundation: Web sites of foundations and non-proﬁt organizations.
Government: The Web presence of departments and federal states.
Information: News and information portals like the Web sites of newspapers or
broadcasters.
Medical: Web sites of hospitals, nursing homes, etc.
Private: The homepages of individuals or small groups.
Shop: Online shops and auction portals listing products usually for sale, but also
dating services specifying the proﬁles of numerous users.
SME: The Web presence of small and medium-sized enterprises.
We intentionally omit the categories comprising porn and spam sites. Considering
the tremendous size of the Web and the various genres and modes of content that
occur on it, this set of categories cannot be complete. However, our experience in
analyzing the Web and an inspection of the categories listed in major Web direc-
tories (e.g. [Net05], [Yah05]) let us conclude that these are the major categories
most of the Web sites can be assigned to.
In order to analyze the structural properties of Web sites in dependence of
their category, we select several Web sites from each category by randomly choos-
ing their corresponding URL from diﬀerent Web directories. Most of the URLs
are obtained from the Open Directory Project [Net05] by selecting an appro-
priate category. As representation for the Shop category, we gathered the URLs
of trusted online shops listed in [Tru05] while the Web sites belonging to the
category of small and medium-sized enterprises are taken from the Hoppenstedt
directory [Hop05].
Our measurements are strictly focused on the German part of the Web to
avoid noisy data due to mixing Web sites from diﬀerent countries whose structure
and organization might be inﬂuenced by national distinctions. Therefore, we only
obtain URLs from the top level domain .de. In addition to this, we select only
URLs pointing at the entry page of a Web site, i.e. URLs without a subdomain
or a path leading to a page in a subdirectory. This approach guarantees that the
data for each Web site is collected beginning with the entry page of a Web site.
After selecting the set of URLs for each category, every Web site is manually
examined to assure that it really belongs to the assigned category.
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4.2.2 Collecting the Data
For collecting data from the selected Web sites, we employ a search engine soft-
ware system developed by our group. Our search engine is capable of crawling
and indexing about 50,000 pages per hour on a Linux dual-processor PC server
with 3.0 GHz Intel Pentium IV Xeon processors and 6 GB RAM. The data was
collected in August 2005. The crawl is seeded from the sets of URLs of the Web
sites belonging to the identiﬁed categories. These sets are disjoint so that every
Web site belongs to exactly one category. We deﬁne a Web site or site as the set
of Web pages which belong to the same domain, e.g. uni-dortmund.de. Thus,
according to our deﬁnition the pages located in a subdomain of a Web site, e.g.
cs.uni-dortmund.de, are also considered as belonging to this Web site.
Starting with crawling the entry page of a Web site, the content of the page is
parsed to extract links to further pages. Afterwards, these linked pages are crawled
and parsed and so on. Our crawler scans each single Web site in a breadth-ﬁrst-
search manner following only internal links, i.e. links pointing at a page within
the same domain, while external links are counted for later analysis but discarded
afterwards. By crawling the Web sites in this way, we assure on the one hand that
only pages from the pre-selected Web sites are downloaded and considered for our
studies. On the other hand, we are able to determine the level of a page, i.e. the
minimum number of clicks it is apart from the entry page. The source code of the
page is stored in a repository together with some additional information about
the page. This information consists of the URL, a unique document ID, the size
of the document, the crawling date, and a status code, indicating whether or not
the document was crawled correctly.
To reduce the traﬃc placed on the servers hosting the selected Web sites, we
crawled at most 20,000 pages per Web site or at most 2 GBytes of data. These
boundaries allow collecting data in a suﬃcient way as most Web sites comprise
less than 20,000 pages and less than 2 GBytes of textual content. While these
boundaries limit the characterization of the Web sites in terms of number of
crawled pages, we use additional data from further discovered but not crawled
pages of these Web sites as described in the following section. In addition to this
restriction, our crawler obeys the robots exclusion protocol and the netiquette
by keeping a timeout of at least two seconds between two successive requests to
the same server. The crawl is completed when no further pages belonging to the
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Category #Web sites #Crawled pages #Known pages
SME 607 619,256 2,328,523
Shop 376 3,395,151 31,970,563
Private 279 275,217 626,284
Blog 224 766,072 2,268,926
Academic 158 2,233,615 12,468,358
Education 149 126,381 752,420
City 134 1,550,264 8,143,157
Medical 124 183,169 1,102,234
Information 81 990,887 6,725,939
Foundation 80 153,272 1,301,321
Forum 79 800,177 4,651,418
Government 28 467,825 1,440,935
Total 2,319 11,561,286 73,780,078
Table 4.1: Measurement statistics of categories
pre-selected Web sites can be retrieved obeying the restrictions described before.
Table 4.1 shows the number of Web sites per category with at least 100 crawled
pages. Furthermore, it summarizes how many pages have been overall crawled per
category and how many pages are known. The number of known pages includes
the number of crawled pages plus pages belonging to the Web sites within the
category, which have been discovered (by examining the URLs extracted from the
crawled pages) but have not been downloaded. We denote the number of these
pages as known pages. All in all we analyze the structural properties of 2,319
Web sites from twelve distinct categories. The analysis is based upon 11,561,286
crawled and 73,780,078 known pages.
4.2.3 Representativeness of Measured Web Sites
Note that the measurement study is biased by a number of limitations to the
choice of the considered Web sites. First, we concentrate on the German part of
the Web, not at least due to the inability of the author to precisely categorize
foreign language Web sites. Thus, the results obtained in this chapter are valid
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for German Web sites only. However, the methodology developed for the mea-
surement and characterization can be employed for the Web of other countries as
well.
Second, as stated above, the Web sites are sampled from existing directories
which may already be biased by some unknown selection criteria. While the Hop-
penstedt directory [Hop05] for small and medium enterprises (SME) provides a
roughly complete picture of the SME sites in Germany, the directories in [Net05]
and [Tru05] comprise only a subset of all Web sites. Nevertheless, since the goal
of this chapter is to identify qualitative diﬀerences in the structural properties
of Web sites from diﬀerent categories and the number of sample Web sites from
each category is suﬃciently large, we argue that the measured Web sites present
a representative picture of their particular category for the Germany Web.
Third, we only analyze Web sites from which at least 100 pages could be
crawled correctly to base our analysis on statistical signiﬁcant sample sets of
pages within eachWeb site. While this also biases the selection of Web sites for our
analysis, the sites with less than 100 pages missed by our characterization reﬂects
"less important" Web sites with respect to the number of pages. Summarizing,
due to the reasons stated above we strongly believe that our measurement study
is representative for the German Web.
4.2.4 Structural Properties of Web Sites
Measures for capturing structural properties of Web sites should reﬂect their size,
their organization, their link structure as well as the general composition of the
URLs of their pages. Therefore, we identify characteristic measures for each type
of structural properties.
The size of a Web site is captured by two measures. On the one hand we
determine the number of known pages per Web site reﬂecting the size in terms
of page-count and on the other hand we calculate the average document size
describing the size in terms of the amount of available data. Note that only
documents comprising textual content like HTML, PDF and Text documents
are considered. That is, pictures, sound and video ﬁles are not included in the
computation of the average document size.
The organization of a Web site is spotted by counting the number of distinct
subdomains per Web site, analyzing the fraction of document types, and by de-
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tecting the average level of its pages. We compute the number of subdomains by
adding up the number of diﬀerent domain parts of the URLs of the corresponding
Web site. The domain part of an URL is given by the text between the protocol
speciﬁcation HTTP:// and the ﬁrst slash after the top-level domain. The docu-
ment type is determined by the ﬁle extension within the URL. We parsed the
URLs for many of the most common ﬁle extensions including .html, .xml, .txt,
.pdf, .ps, .php, .asp, .jsp, .pl, but concentrate our analysis on the fraction of
HTML documents. The average level of a Web site is determined by computing
the level of every page, i.e. by counting the minimum number of links that have
to be followed beginning from the entry page in order to reach this page.
Obviously, the link structure provides another source for further insight into
the structural properties of a Web site. We consider the link structure by cal-
culating the average internal and external outdegree. The outdegree of a page is
deﬁned as the number of links within a page pointing at other pages belonging to
the same Web site, i.e. internal links, or pointing at pages on other Web sites, i.e.
external links. The sum of the internal and the external outdegree is the overall
outdegree. Duplicate links within one page, i.e. several links pointing at the same
other page, are counted only once. Note that we do not consider indegrees, i.e.
number of links pointing to a speciﬁc page or site, because this measure heavily
depends on the measured snapshot of the Web. That is, a correct value for the
indegree can only be calculated if all pages of the entire Web have been crawled.
Since this is impossible, the indegree is always underestimated. Furthermore, the
external indegree for a given site is generally not controlled by the Web master
of this site, but by other Web masters. Thus, this measure does not reﬂect a
structural property of the site. Additionally, the indegree of a page depends to
some extent on the age of the page. I.e. the newer a page is, the smaller is the
probability that other pages link to it.
Further properties describing the general composition of the URLs of a Web
site can be directly derived from the URLs. We determine the average length
of the URL path, i.e. the part of the URL behind the top level domain. This
measure provides some indication about the organization of the site's pages in
the Web server's ﬁle system. For example, diﬀerent directory and ﬁle names result
in diﬀerent path lengths. Furthermore, we count the number of slashes and digits
within the path. The number of slashes gives insight into the directory structure
of the Web server's ﬁle system. The more slashes the URLs of a site contain,
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Measure Type
Number of known pages Size
Avg. level Organization
Number of subdomains Organization
Avg. number of slashes in URL path URL
Avg. number of digits in URL path URL
Avg. length of URL path URL
Fraction of HTML documents Organization
Table 4.2: Measures derived from known pages
Measure Type
Avg. internal outdegree Link structure
Avg. external outdegree Link structure
Avg. document size Size
Table 4.3: Measures derived from crawled pages
the deeper is the ﬁle system where the pages are stored. However, a signiﬁcant
fraction of Web sites use dynamically generated Web pages, for example to present
customized pages to individual users. These sites often use session IDs or product
IDs in the URLs. Since these IDs in general contain many digits, we account for
this structural property by measuring the average number of digits in the URLs
of a site.
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 summarize all measures for the diﬀerent types of properties
and state whether a measure can be derived from all known pages or just from
the crawled pages of a Web site. Since most of the measures can be derived from
known pages, the available amount of data for the analysis grows rapidly.
Although our analysis is focused on the German part of the Web, we strongly
believe that our methodology is applicable to other parts of the Web, too. This
holds especially for Web sites within the top-level domain of other industrialized
countries. Since the identiﬁed structural properties are independent of a page's
content, in particular the used language, they can be determined easily for the
Web sites representing the major categories of the Web. These Web sites can be
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obtained from trusted Web directories for the considered top-level domain. As
a consequence, applying our measurement methodology to any top-level domain
gains insight into the structural properties of Web sites from distinct categories
and forms the basis for their coarse classiﬁcation.
4.2.5 Outlier Analysis
As discussed in Section 2.1 outlier analysis provides a good starting point for iden-
tifying potential measurement errors or anomalies in the measured data. This is
especially important for Web measurements, because Web sites are maintained
by individuals with very diﬀerent technical skills, intentions, and Web publishing
tools. Furthermore, while the programming of individual Web pages is to a small
extent regulated by the HTML standard, the organization of Web sites is com-
pletely up to the Web master. E.g. some spamming Web sites deliver diﬀerent
Web pages to Web crawlers than to conventional browsers like the Microsoft In-
ternet Explorer. This is intentionally done to improve ranking of the site in search
engines like Google [Goo05], Yahoo! [Yah05], or MSN Search [Mic05]. Thus, Web
sites are extremely diverse and hard to measure, because the measurement soft-
ware has to account for various programming styles of Web sites.
The outlier analysis reveals several Web sites with extreme values for the ob-
served measures, partly because of measurement errors, partly because of spam-
ming, and partly because of just unusual behavior of speciﬁc sites. By carefully
inspecting those outliers, we identify ﬁve sites with average number of slashes
of more than 30 which are hosted at a speciﬁc Internet service provider (ISP).
This ISP tries to improve ranking in search engines by returning faked HTML
pages with recursive links for each request to the crawler. Human users using a
browser see "ordinary" Web pages. This spamming technique is known as cloaking
[GGM05]. We discard those sites from our analysis, since the measured structure
does not correspond to the real structure of the site.
A further problem occurs with two sites which use dynamic URLs containing
hidden session IDs. These sites do not use ordinary session IDs which appear as
parameters in the URL, but compile the sessions IDs into the ﬁlename of the
Web document. For these sites we measured very large values for the number
of known pages, although the number of crawled pages is rather small. This
behavior is caused by the inability of the crawler to identify this special style
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of using session IDs, i.e. constitutes a measurement error. Note that the crawler
generally supports session IDs as used by many sites. These two sites are also
discarded.
Analyzing the number of subdomains of each site, we observe three sites with
more than 500 subdomains. These sites (two online shops and one site hosting
numerous Web logs) have an own subdomain for each product or Web log, respec-
tively. Although very unusual, this behavior is no measurement error. Thus, we
keep these sites for later characterization. For all remaining structural properties
we veriﬁed that outliers are not caused by measurement errors, but reﬂect the
real structure of the Web sites.
4.3 Characterization of Web Site Structure
In this section, we provide insight into the structural properties of Web sites
belonging to diﬀerent categories and provide evidence that sites from diﬀerent
categories diﬀer signiﬁcantly. Besides gaining deeper understanding of how Web
sites are composed, the goal of the characterization is to provide the basis for
an automated classiﬁcation of Web sites. The advantage of such a structural
property-based classiﬁcation is that it has much less processing demands than
the content-based approaches of previous classiﬁers, e.g. [EKS02], [KS04], and
[GTL+02]. To keep this thesis self-contained, Section 4.5 sketches such an au-
tomated classiﬁer for Web sites. However, the focus of this thesis lies on the
measurement and characterization of Internet applications.
We will show that the Web site categories identiﬁed in Section 4.2.1 can be
clustered into classes by considering both structural properties and functional re-
lation. Subsequently, we compare the structural properties of Web sites from each
class and characterize each property providing model distributions which reﬂect
the measured data. Finally, the correlation structure between the structural prop-
erties is analyzed. Note that although there are several correlations between the
structural properties, the model distributions are given for each measure disre-
garding these correlations. The reason for this is that easily applicable classiﬁers
as e.g. the naïve Bayesian classiﬁer [DHS01] make use of the independence as-
sumption of discriminators. However, it is shown in [DP97] that these type of
classiﬁers perform well in practice even when the independence assumption is
violated.
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of number of known pages for various cate-
gories
4.3.1 Clustering Categories into Classes
We analyze the structural properties of the Web sites assigned to the categories
identiﬁed in Section 4.2 by plotting the cumulative distribution of each measured
parameter. In fact, there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the distributions of the
structural measures between the categories. However, we observe that particular
subsets of the categories have similar distributions in many measures, i.e. some
groups of categories have similar structural properties. Consider for example the
distribution of the number of known pages per site shown in Figure 4.1. Note that
each curve is plotted with speciﬁc symbols for better readability. However, the
number of symbols for each curve does not represent the number of measured data
points. We observe that the sites from categories Academic and Government have
similar number of known pages and on average much more pages than the sites of
other categories. A second subset containing sites from Education, Foundation,
Medical, Private, and SME has also similar distributions of the number of known
pages. These sites are on average smaller than sites from the Blog category. Note
that for ease of readability not all 12 categories are included in the ﬁgure.
As second example for similar distributions in diﬀerent subsets of categories,
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of average external outdegree for various cat-
egories
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Figure 4.2 plots average external outdegree for various categories. Again the sites
from Education, Foundation, Medical, and SME have similar distributions. Sites
from the category Private diﬀer from this subset by having on average more
external links. As for the number of known pages, Web logs are very diﬀerent to
the other categories. Sites from this category have many links to pages of other
sites.
Another subset of similar categories contains City, Forum, Information and
Shop, which can be seen in Figure 4.3. The ﬁgure plots the distribution of the
fraction of HTML documents within a site. We observe that there are similar
distributions of this measure for the categories City, Forum, Information, and
Shop as well as for the categories Foundation, Medical and SME.
Similar trends can be observed for all of the considered structural properties.
Thus, categories which have similar structural properties can be clustered into
classes. The allocation of categories to classes, as identiﬁed by graphical analysis
of the structural properties, is given in Table 4.4. We observe that the categories
of a speciﬁc class have not only structural similarities but are also functional
related:
Brochure: The sites of the categories Education, Medical, Foundation, and SME
have in common that their main task is to portray an organization. Thus,
we denote this class as Brochure.
Listing: The second class denoted as Listing consists of the categories City,
Forum, Information, and Shop. The common nature of the sites in these
categories is that they list large numbers of items, i.e. products in the case
of online shops, news in the case of information portals, articles in the case
of forums, and administrative information for citizens or local news in the
case of cities.
Blog: Web logs in general also provide listings of news entries or photos and
could therefore be put into the Listing class. However, since their structural
properties diﬀer signiﬁcantly from the categories in the class Listing, as can
be seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, these sites build an own class denoted as
Blog.
Institution: The categories Academic and Government are grouped into the
class Institution because the sites from both categories reﬂect non-proﬁt
organizations providing high-quality information.
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Class #Sites #Crawled #Known Categories
pages pages
Brochure 960 1,082,076 5,484,498 Education, Medical,
Foundation, SME
Listing 670 6,736,479 51,491,077 Shop, City,
Information, Forum
Blog 224 766,072 2,268,926 Web logs
Institution 186 2,701,440 13,909,293 Academic, Government
Personal 279 275,217 626,284 Private
Table 4.4: Allocation of categories to classes
Personal: The ﬁfth class Personal consists of sites from the category Private.
In addition to the clustering of categories into classes, Table 4.4 provides
statistics about the number of sites, number of crawled pages and number of
known pages for each class. It shows that each class consists of at least 186 sites
and more than 750,000 crawled pages, thus building a statistically signiﬁcant
subset of the considered classes in the German web.
4.3.2 Measures Reﬂecting Size of Web sites
Number of known pages
The ﬁrst measure that distinguishes sites of diﬀerent classes is their size in terms
of number of Web pages. Obviously, large organizations like universities and gov-
ernmental institutions have in general much larger Web sites than private persons
or small enterprises. This intuition is underlined by Figure 4.4 which shows that
more than 88% of the Web sites from class Institution have at least 3,000 pages.
For Web logs this fraction is only about 25%, and for sites from class Brochure the
fraction is about 9%. The class Personal is similar to class Brochure and the class
Listing is similar to class Institution in this measure. We conclude that number
of known pages of a site signiﬁcantly diﬀers for diﬀerent site classes and, thus,
provides discriminative power for the automated classiﬁcation.
According to Section 2.3 we identify the probability distribution function
which best models the number of known pages for each class of Web sites by
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of number of known pages
least-squares regression. Note that we employ the CDF instead of the pdf for
ﬁtting, because the CDF is not biased by discretization. The distribution func-
tions and parameters can be directly used for automated classiﬁers exploiting
structural properties of Web sites.
Table 4.5 shows model distributions and the corresponding parameters for
number of known pages for each class of Web sites. We observe that number
of known pages follows a Weibull distribution for the classes Institution and
Listing, whereas this measure follows a lognormal distribution for the classes
Blog, Brochure, and Personal. Furthermore, the small values of the error-term
∆ given by the root-mean-square of residuals [KK62] indicate a close ﬁt of the
distribution functions to the measured data. Recall that we did not consider
Web sites from which less than 100 pages could be crawled. Thus, for ﬁtting the
probability distributions to the measured data we subtract 100 from the measured
values of number of known pages in order to let the distribution start at zero.
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Class of Fitted Matched Error term
Web site distribution parameters ∆
Blog Lognormal µ = 6.782; σ = 2.093 0.02534
Brochure Lognormal µ= 5.154; σ = 1.565 0.02372
Institution Weibull α = 0.6948; λ = 0.0005217 0.02187
Listing Weibull α = 0.4920; λ = 0.005870 0.01829
Personal Lognormal µ= 4.962; σ = 1.590 0.009957
Table 4.5: Model distributions and parameters for number of known
pages
Average document size
The average size of the documents of a site provides insight into the amount of
hosted content. Figure 4.5 shows that 60% of the sites from class Personal have
an average document size of less than 10 kBytes whereas 80% of the sites from
class Blog have an average document size between 10 and 35 kBytes. Sites from
classes Listing and Institution have similar average document sizes, which are
larger than those of the classes Personal and Blog. 40% or 50% of the sites from
these classes respectively have average document sizes of more than 35 kBytes.
Average ﬁle sizes of sites from class Brochure are less bound to a ﬁxed range
but are more spread over the range of observed document sizes. I.e. there is a
signiﬁcant fraction of sites from this class which have small ﬁle sizes like sites
from Personal or Blog and another signiﬁcant fraction has large ﬁle sizes like
sites from Listing and Institution. Furthermore, there is a large fraction of about
20% of sites from Brochure which have on average very large ﬁles of more than 70
kBytes. Note that only 10% of sites from Listing and Institution have such large
ﬁles. We conclude from Figure 4.5 that average document size diﬀers signiﬁcantly
between the diﬀerent classes.
We provide model distributions and the corresponding parameters which
match the measured distributions of average document size in Table 4.6. We ob-
serve that average document size follows a lognormal distribution for all classes.
Nevertheless, there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the parameters of the distribu-
tions between the individual classes, reﬂecting the discriminative power of this
structural property.
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of average document size
Class of Fitted Matched Error term
Web site distribution parameters ∆
Blog Lognormal µ = 9.725; σ = 0.5094 0.01529
Brochure Lognormal µ = 10.19; σ = 1.189 0.00532
Institution Lognormal µ = 10.53; σ = 0.5877 0.01325
Listing Lognormal µ = 10.36; σ = 0.6068 0.01463
Personal Lognormal µ = 8.893; σ = 0.9151 0.01462
Table 4.6: Model distributions and parameters for average document
size
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of average internal outdegree
4.3.3 Measures Reﬂecting Link Structure
Average internal outdegree
Further signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the structural properties of the considered
classes can be observed in average internal outdegree depicted in Figure 4.6. Sites
of class Listing have on average the strongest internal navigational structure, i.e.
provide many links to other pages of the same site. For example about 40% of the
sites from this class contain on average more than 40 internal links per page. In
contrast, sites of class Personal have on average only few internal links per page.
I.e. only about 8% of these sites have on average more than 20 internal links
per page. We conclude from Figure 4.6 that average internal outdegree provides
signiﬁcant discriminative power to distinguish between diﬀerent classes.
Again, the ﬁtted model distributions for each site class are provided in Table
4.7. The table shows that average internal outdegree follows a Weibull distribution
for the classes Brochure and Listing, whereas it follows a lognormal distribution
for the other classes. The small values for ∆ indicate a good match between
measured and modeled distribution.
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Class of Fitted Matched Error term
Web site distribution parameters ∆
Blog Lognormal µ = 2.997; σ = 0.7509 0.01875
Brochure Weibull α = 0.9661; λ = 0.09293 0.01635
Institution Lognormal µ = 2.784; σ = 0.6921 0.01977
Listing Weibull α = 1.341; λ = 0.006558 0.01937
Personal Lognormal µ = 1.545; σ = 0.9913 0.01142
Table 4.7: Model distributions and parameters for average internal
outdegree
Average external outdegree
The average external outdegree plotted in Figure 4.7 gives additional insight
into the composition of Web sites. The ﬁgure shows that Web logs have a very
dense external linkage structure compared to sites from other classes. This large
number of external links is clearly caused by the purpose of most Blog sites to
comment events, Web pages, and news articles which are therefore linked. In
particular, about 45% of the Blog sites have on average more than 10 links to
external pages. In contrast, only about 10% of the sites from class Listing have
such average number of external links per page. The smallest average external
outdegree are found in sites from Brochure. This can be explained by the fact
that especially commercial sites in general have no interest to direct the user to
external sites, in particular to competitors. Thus, there are on average relatively
few links to other sites.
For the average external outdegree Table 4.8 shows that this structural prop-
erty follows a lognormal distribution for class Blog instead of a Weibull distribu-
tion for the other classes. The observation of this diﬀerent behavior of the sites
from class Blog compared to the other classes corresponds to the same observation
made in Figure 4.7. Thus, we conclude that the distributions of average external
outdegree for diﬀerent classes not only diﬀer in terms of distribution parameters
but furthermore in terms of the distribution function.
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of average external outdegree
Class of Fitted Matched Error term
Web site distribution parameters ∆
Blog Lognormal µ = 2.228; σ = 1.172 0.02103
Brochure Weibull α = 0.6213; σ = 1.744 0.01326
Institution Weibull α = 1.166; σ = 0.7773 0.01958
Listing Weibull α = 0.6822; σ = 0.5448 0.02022
Personal Weibull α = 0.4872; σ = 1.277 0.01312
Table 4.8: Model distributions and parameters for average external
outdegree
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4.3.4 Measures Reﬂecting Organization of Web sites
Number of subdomains
An important measure for characterizing the organization of Web sites is the
number of subdomains forming the site. Figure 4.8 plots the distribution of this
measure for all classes. We observe that almost all sites from the classes Brochure,
Blog, and Personal have less than 10 subdomains whereas about 5% of the sites
from class Listing have more than 10 subdomains. In contrast, sites from class
Institution which often have individual subdomains for each department or or-
ganizational unit, consist of much more subdomains. Here only 40% of the sites
have less than 10 subdomains and more than 10% have more than 200 subdo-
mains. Since the majority of sites from classes Blog, Brochure, Personal, and
Listing have only a single subdomain, modeling this measure by a continuous dis-
tribution function is inappropriate. However, the observed distribution of number
of subdomains for class Institution takes suﬃcient values to approximate it by
a continuous distribution function. Thus, number of subdomains for the latter
class can be characterized by a Weibull distribution as stated in Table 4.9. For
the other classes the table provides simple discrete distributions which adequately
reﬂect the measured data. We observe from Figure 4.8 and Table 4.9 that only
8% of the private homepages and 7% of the sites from class Brochure have more
than a single domain. Furthermore, no site of these classes consists of more than
10 subdomains.
Average level
The average level of a Web site indicates how fast, with respect to number of
clicks, information can be found on a Web site. With a small average level, the
internal link structure is rather ﬂat, i.e. users need only few clicks from the en-
try page to a speciﬁc page. In contrast, sites with a large average level have a
more hierarchic structure. Therefore, users need more clicks to follow a link path
specifying the desired information. University sites are a good example of such
strongly-structured sites. From the entry page a student looking for lecture ma-
terial ﬁrst selects the appropriate department. From the department page the
student selects the working group of the lecturer, then he selects the lecturer.
From the lecturer's page he gets to the speciﬁc lecture which contains the lecture
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of number of subdomains
Class of Fitted Matched Error term
Web site distribution parameters ∆
P{X = 0} = 0.79
Blog Discrete P{1 ≤ X ≤ 10} = 0.20
P{X > 10} = 0.01
P{X = 0} = 0.93
Brochure Discrete P{1 ≤ x ≤ 10} = 0.07
P{X > 10} = 0.00
Institution Weibull α = 0.5343; λ = 0.1295 0.02084
P{X = 0} = 0.64
Listing Discrete P{1 ≤ X ≤ 10} = 0.31
P{X > 10} = 0.05
P{X = 0} = 0.92
Personal Discrete P{1 ≤ X ≤ 10} = 0.08
P{X > 10} = 0.00
Table 4.9: Model distributions and parameters for number of subdo-
mains
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of average level
material. The distribution of average level for each site class is presented in Fig-
ure 4.9. Obviously, sites from class institution have in general a larger average
level than sites from other classes. Figure 4.9 underlines the attentive reader's
presumption that average level correlates with number of known pages, in that
classes with large number of known pages (recall Figure 4.4) have also a larger
average level. We analyze this and other correlations in detail in Section 4.4. We
observe from Figure 4.9 that more than 20% of the sites from classes Listing
and Blog have an average level of more than 8. In contrast, the fraction of sites
from classes Personal and Brochure with this average level is only 5%. In fact the
distributions for classes Personal and Brochure are very similar in this measure.
Table 4.10 provides the model distributions and parameters for average level
and shows that this measure can be well modeled by the lognormal distribution
for all classes.
Fraction of HTML documents
As an example of the measures representing the fraction of document types used
within a site Figure 4.10 provides the distribution of fraction of HTML documents
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Class of Fitted Matched Error term
Web site distribution parameters ∆
Blog Lognormal µ = 1.399; σ = 0.7673 0.04081
Brochure Lognormal µ = 1.349; σ = 0.4242 0.01604
Institution Lognormal µ = 2.107; σ = 0.4556 0.01218
Listing Lognormal µ = 1.678; σ = 0.5163 0.01172
Personal Lognormal µ = 1.382; σ = 0.3613 0.01616
Table 4.10: Model distributions and parameters for average level
for each class. Recall that we do not consider embedded objects like pictures in
our measurement study. We observe in this ﬁgure that more than 80% of the sites
from class Personal consist almost entirely, i.e. with more than 95%, of HTML
documents. Sites from class Brochure have on average less HTML documents.
Here, a large fraction of about 30% of the sites has almost no HTML documents.
Another 30% of the sites from Brochure consist of more than 90% of HTML
documents. The remaining 40% of these sites are partly composed of HTML
and non-HTML documents. The fraction of HTML documents on sites of class
Institution is nearly uniformly distributed between 0% and 100%, indicated by
the nearly straight line for this class in Figure 4.10. Web sites from the classes
Listing and Blog are composed to the least extent of HTML documents. The
pages on these sites are mostly generated by PHP scripts. Only 15% or 10% of
the sites, respectively, consist almost entirely of HTML documents, and about
70% or 50%, respectively have almost no HTML document on the entire site. In
summary, the usage of diﬀerent document types on the site strongly depends on
site class. This is clearly due to the diﬀerent purposes of the Web sites and the
diﬀerent eﬀort and technical skills of the Web masters. Whereas sites from class
Listing, e.g. online shops, mostly generate dynamic pages using Web applications
on basis of PHP or other CGI programs, relatively small personal Web sites are in
general manually edited by altering the static HTML code. Since sites from class
Institution are generally maintained by numerous authors with varying technical
knowledge and motivation, the fraction of HTML documents within these sites
is nearly uniformly distributed.
For modeling fraction of HTML documents, we distinguish three diﬀerent
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of fraction of HTML documents
regions: The ﬁrst region is for sites with almost no HTML documents, i.e. with
fraction of HTML documents of less than 10%. The second region is for sites
with a mixture of HTML and non-HTML documents, i.e. with fraction of HTML
documents between 10% and 90%. And ﬁnally the third region is for sites which
are almost entirely composed of HTML documents, i.e. with fraction of HTML
documents of more than 90%. For these regions we specify discrete distributions
which reﬂect the proportions of measured Web sites of each class and region. An
exception is made for the class Institution. The distribution of fraction of HTML
documents for this class can be approximated by two uniform distributions. One
for the ﬁrst region and another for a combined region comprising the second and
the third region. For illustration Figure 4.11 plots the measured and the ﬁtted
probability distributions for class Institution. Table 4.11 shows the corresponding
parameters of the model distributions for all classes.
4.3.5 Measures Reﬂecting Composition of URLs
The URLs of Web pages are an easily obtainable but nevertheless meaningful
instrument for characterizing the structure of Web sites. Since Web pages are
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Class of Fitted Matched
Web site distribution parameters
P{X ≤ 0.1} = 0.73
Blog Discrete P{0.1 < X ≤ 0.9} = 0.16
P{X > 0.9} = 0.11
P{X ≤ 0.1} = 0.35
Brochure Discrete P{0.1 < X ≤ 0.9} = 0.37
P{X > 0.9} = 0.28
Institution x ≤ 0.1: Uniform P{X ≤ x} = 3.5 · x
x > 0.1: Uniform P{X ≤ x} = 0.72 · x+ 0.28
P{X ≤ 0.1} = 0.58
Listing Discrete P{0.1 < X ≤ 0.9} = 0.26
P{X > 0.9} = 0.16
P{X ≤ 0.1} = 0.11
Personal Discrete P{0.1 < X ≤ 0.9} = 0.06
P{X > 0.9} = 0.83
Table 4.11: Model distributions and parameters for fraction of HTML
documents
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Figure 4.11: Fitting of fraction of HTML documents for class Institu-
tion
generally stored in the ﬁle system of the Web server the composition of the URLs
may indicate the structure of the underlying ﬁle system and thus provide insight
into the structure of the site. Additionally, the URLs of dynamic Web pages
generated by content management systems often contain a signiﬁcant number of
digits, because the URLs do not need to be meaningful for a human who maintains
the site. Thus, we analyze a number of structural properties which can directly
be extracted from the URLs of a Web site.
Average number of slashes in URL
The ﬁrst measure reﬂecting the structure of the underlying ﬁle system which
stores the Web documents is the average number of slashes found in the URL. A
large average number of slashes indicates many subdirectories in the ﬁle system
and therefore a manually maintained well-structured site. The distribution of this
measure for each class is shown in Figure 4.12. We observe that sites from class
Institution as expected have on average a larger average number of slashes than
sites from other classes. In particular, sites from Personal and Brochure have in
general smaller average number of slashes. E.g. only about 10% of these sites
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Figure 4.12: Distribution of average number of slashes in URL
have average number of slashes of more than 4. In contrast, 40% of sites from
Institution and Blog have this number of slashes. We also ﬁnd that this measure
does not seem to signiﬁcantly correlate with number of known pages, as could
be expected from own experience with managing ﬁles in ﬁle systems. That is,
sites from class Listing have many pages but their URLs contain relatively few
slashes. We attribute this behavior to the fact, that sites from class Listing are
mostly composed of dynamic documents which are generated from database en-
tries instead of ﬁles stored in the ﬁle system. This corresponds to the observation
made above that only 15% of the sites from class Listing are composed entirely
of HTML documents.
In Table 4.12 we provide the model distributions and parameters for average
number of slashes. The ﬁtting results show that although the shape of the curves
in Figure 4.12 are similar for all classes, the measured distributions are best mod-
eled by three diﬀerent distribution functions. Whereas the measured distribution
for class Blog follows a normal distribution, the measured data follows a Weibull
distribution for classes Brochure and Personal. For classes Institution and Listing
average number of slashes is best modeled by a lognormal distribution.
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Class of Fitted Matched Error term
Web site distribution parameters ∆
Blog Normal µ = 3.233; σ = 2.308 0.02894
Brochure Weibull α = 2.197; λ = 0.08149 0.02118
Institution Lognormal µ = 1.323; σ = 0.4577 0.03812
Listing Lognormal µ = 0.9188; σ = 0.7872 0.02151
Personal Weibull α = 2.799; λ = 0.04457 0.02850
Table 4.12: Model distributions and parameters for average number of
slashes in URL
Class of Fitted Matched Error term
Web site distribution parameters ∆
Blog Weibull α = 2.130; λ = 0.02123 0.02177
Brochure Lognormal µ = 0.8839; σ = 1.217 0.02101
Institution Lognormal µ = 1.749; σ = 0.9318 0.02070
Listing Lognormal µ = 2.394; σ = 0.9719 0.01591
Personal Exponential λ = 0.2937 0.01154
Table 4.13: Model distributions and parameters for average number of
digits in URL
Average number of digits in URL
As stated above, the number of digits used in the URL provides additional insight
into the composition of the Web site. Therefore, we analyze the distributions of
average number of digits found in the URL for each class in Figure 4.13. We
ﬁnd that sites from class Listing in general use a larger number of digits in their
URLs than sites from the other classes. In contrast, sites from class Personal
use on average only few digits. While this behavior can be explained by the
diﬀerent usage of dynamically generated pages, we also observe that Blog sites
use relatively few digits in the URL but are composed to a very small extent of
HTML documents. Thus, there seems to be no direct correlation between average
number of digits in the URL and fraction of HTML documents.
Table 4.13 presents the model distributions and corresponding parameters for
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of average number of digits in URL
average number of digits in URL. As in the previous measure, the measured dis-
tributions for the individual classes do not follow a common distribution function.
Average number of digits follows a Weibull distribution for Blog sites, an Expo-
nential distribution for sites from class Personal and a lognormal distribution for
sites from the remaining classes. This diﬀerent behavior shows that the usage of
digits in the URLs is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent for the diﬀerent classes.
Average length of URL path
Finally, as last measure for the characterization of structural properties of Web
sites we consider the length of the URL path, i.e. the number of characters in
the URL after the host part. Figure 4.14 plots the distributions of average path
length for each class. We observe that sites from classes Institution and Listing
are similar in this measure and have in general longer URL paths than sites from
other classes. Furthermore, sites from classes Blog and Brochure are also similar
and have on average longer URL paths than Personal sites. For example, the
fraction of sites with average path length of more than 60 characters is about 7%
for class Personal, 20% for classes Blog and Brochure, 45% for class Institution
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of average length of URL path
and 60% for class Listing. We further observe that short URL paths are very
seldom for Institution sites: only about 12% have average path length of less
than 40 characters. In contrast, 75% of Personal sites have on average less than
40 characters in their URLs. In fact, a potential correlation between average
path length and number of known pages is underlined by the comparison of the
distributions for number of known pages (Figure 4.4) and average path length.
However, note that sites from class Brochure are similar to Personal sites in
number of known pages, whereas these sites are similar to class Blog in average
path length. We will discuss the correlation in more detail in the next section.
As for the previous measures, we provide model distributions and parameters
for average length of URL path in Table 4.14. The table shows that this measure
follows a lognormal distribution for all classes. Furthermore, the relative simi-
larity of the above mentioned groups of classes can be also observed in similar
parameters for classes Blog and Brochure, as well as for classes Institution and
Listing.
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Class of Fitted Matched Error term
Web site distribution parameters ∆
Blog Lognormal µ = 4.099; σ = 0.3663 0.03646
Brochure Lognormal µ = 4.216; σ = 0.3090 0.02454
Institution Lognormal µ = 4.501; σ = 0.3592 0.05782
Listing Lognormal µ = 4.539; σ = 0.4073 0.008309
Personal Lognormal µ = 4.029; σ = 0.2138 0.02271
Table 4.14: Model distributions and parameters for average length of
URL path
4.4 Correlations between Structural Properties
The previous section demonstrates that the considered structural properties are
signiﬁcantly correlated with the class of a Web site. Since the diﬀerent classes are
categorical data, we showed the correlations by plotting the conditional distribu-
tions. For identifying the correlation structure between the individual measures
of structural properties we calculate the correlation coeﬃcient for each pair of
measures as summarized in Section 2.2. Note that since we already know about
the correlation to site classes, the correlation coeﬃcient for each pair of measures
is determined for each class separately. By this method we are able to identify
diﬀerences in the correlation structure between diﬀerent site classes.
Tables 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17 provide the correlation coeﬃcients for each pair
of measures and for each site class. Noting that there is no exact value of the
correlation coeﬃcient for distinguishing correlation from independence, we use a
value of 0.30 as broad threshold as advised in [HWJ88]. The correlation coeﬃ-
cients exceeding this threshold are marked with a colored background for both
positive and negative correlation in all three tables.
From Table 4.15 we observe that the number of known pages has signiﬁcant in-
ﬂuence on most other measures for class Institution. In contrast, number of known
pages has less inﬂuence on the other structural properties for classes Brochure
and Listing. The correlation coeﬃcients indicate that number of known pages
correlates to some extent to average number of digits and average path length for
all classes. E.g. although the correlation coeﬃcient for number of known pages
and average path length calculates to less then the threshold for classes Brochure
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and Listing, it is only little below the threshold. Thus, these two measures seem
not to be completely independent.
The identiﬁed correlations between number of known pages and the other
measures for classes Institution and Personal indicate that sites from these two
classes are to a larger extent maintained manually, because the number of pages
of the site has signiﬁcant impact of how the site is composed. In contrast, Web
publishing tools intend to be scalable and thus in general generate site structures
which are independent of the number of pages. We further observe correlation
between average level and both average number of slashes in URL and average
path length for classes Institution and Personal. This supports the before men-
tioned conjecture that sites from these classes are maintained manually, because
the position of the Web pages in the ﬁle system corresponds to the composition
of the URL.
Table 4.16 shows that average internal outdegree has only little impact on
the structure of the Web site. However, for classes Blog and Listing we identify
signiﬁcant correlation of this measure to average document size. That is, the
larger the ﬁles on a Web sites are, the more links they contain to other pages
of the same site. This can be explained by the fact that both Blog and Listing
sites present information in an itemized manner. If the elements contain links
to other pages, their number increase with increasing number of elements and
thus with increasing document size. The same holds for the correlation between
average external outdegree and average document size for class Blog. Note that
sites from class Listing do not have this correlation because these sites are mostly
commercial. Therefore, they avoid to link to external sites. Number of subdomains
only correlates to number of known pages for class Institution, clearly because
only few sites from other classes use multiple subdomains.
The correlation between average number of slashes and average path length
is really obvious for all classes as can be seen in Table 4.17. Since the URL
path of a Web page is composed of directory names and the ﬁle name of the
document containing the page code, a large number of slashes means a large
number of directory names and thus a long URL path. However, this correlation
is not perfect because long URL paths can also be build by long session IDs or a
large number of parameters used for generating dynamic pages. This behavior is
expressed in the correlation between average number of digits and average path
length which holds for all classes.
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Structural properties Blog Brochure Institution Listing Personal
number of average 0.0132 0.0398 0.3398 -0.0044 0.3067
known pages level
number of avg. int. 0.1225 0.1012 0.3406 0.1112 0.1539
known pages outdegree
number of avg. ext. 0.1098 -0.0073 0.1770 0.0811 0.0100
known pages outdegree
number of number of 0.1135 0.0189 0.3487 0.0000 0.0327
known pages subdomains
number of avg. number 0.3698 0.2579 0.3429 0.1256 0.3973
known pages of slashes
number of avg. number 0.1694 0.1168 0.3613 0.2752 0.1449
known pages of digits
number of avg. path 0.4752 0.2823 0.4669 0.2636 0.5581
known pages length
number of fraction of -0.1165 -0.1476 -0.3201 -0.0988 -0.3012
known pages HTML docs
number of average 0.1643 -0.0754 -0.2045 0.0113 0.0594
known pages doc. size
average avg. int. 0.0503 0.0247 -0.0007 -0.0432 -0.1016
level outdegree
average avg. ext. -0.0101 -0.0328 0.0683 -0.0474 -0.0683
level outdegree
average number of -0.0090 0.0077 0.1067 -0.0109 0.0404
level subdomains
average avg. number -0.0812 0.0626 0.3817 0.0530 0.3217
level of slashes
average avg. number -0.0063 0.0637 0.1664 0.0163 0.0972
level of digits
average avg. path -0.0640 0.0802 0.4450 0.0875 0.3739
level length
average fraction of -0.0666 0.0049 -0.1754 -0.0909 -0.2444
level HTML docs
average average -0.0116 -0.0451 -0.3088 -0.0223 -0.1038
level doc. size
Table 4.15: Correlation coeﬃcient r for correlations to number of
known pages and average level
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Structural properties Blog Brochure Institution Listing Personal
avg. int. avg. ext. 0.2577 0.1865 0.0772 0.1936 0.0549
outdegree outdegree
avg. int. number of 0.2522 0.0151 0.1780 0.0342 0.0484
outdegree subdomains
avg. int. avg. number 0.0333 0.0180 0.0994 0.0925 -0.0690
outdegree of slashes
avg. int. avg. number 0.1357 0.0885 0.2342 0.2452 0.1848
outdegree of digits
avg. int. avg. path 0.08373 0.2063 0.3248 0.2055 0.1258
outdegree length
avg. int. fraction of -0.0073 -0.2585 -0.2436 -0.1269 -0.1819
outdegree HTML docs
avg. int. average 0.5406 -0.0183 -0.0938 0.5020 0.2190
outdegree doc. size
avg. ext. number of 0.0010 0.0185 0.0789 0.0430 0.2099
outdegree subdomains
avg. ext. avg. number 0.0526 -0.0324 0.2524 -0.0281 -0.0496
outdegree of slashes
avg. ext. avg. number 0.0382 0.0545 -0.0621 0.0173 -0.0103
outdegree of digits
avg. ext. avg. path 0.0036 0.0773 0.1086 -0.0435 -0.0071
outdegree length
avg. ext. fraction of -0.0153 -0.0993 -0.0990 0.0349 -0.0698
outdegree HTML docs
avg. ext. average 0.5301 -0.0117 -0.0287 0.0794 0.1498
outdegree doc. size
number of avg. number -0.0424 0.0242 0.0018 0.0412 -0.0394
subdomains of slashes
number of avg. number -0.0437 -0.0006 0.1174 0.0092 0.1252
subdomains of digits
number of avg. path -0.0642 0.0093 0.0487 0.0180 0.0148
subdomains length
number of fraction of -0.0460 -0.0454 -0.1640 0.0653 -0.1109
subdomains HTML docs
number of average 0.1107 -0.0051 -0.0557 -0.0254 -0.0150
subdomains doc. size
Table 4.16: Correlation coeﬃcient r for correlations to avg. internal
and external outdegree and number of subdomains
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Structural properties Blog Brochure Institution Listing Personal
avg. number avg. number 0.1613 0.1011 -0.1078 0.2328 0.0645
of slashes of digits
avg. number avg. path 0.5954 0.5273 0.6528 0.4973 0.6827
of slashes length
avg. number fraction of -0.1370 0.0026 -0.1077 -0.1283 -0.1077
of slashes HTML docs
avg. number average 0.0759 -0.0690 -0.2029 0.0689 -0.0345
of slashes doc. size
avg. number avg. path 0.5724 0.5706 0.4328 0.5983 0.3616
of digits length
avg. number fraction of -0.0729 -0.3307 -0.2564 -0.2854 -0.2495
of digits HTML docs
avg. number average 0.1791 -0.1034 -0.1657 0.1390 0.0704
of digits doc. size
avg. path fraction of -0.1158 -0.3514 -0.3529 -0.3974 -0.4259
length HTML docs
avg. path average 0.1766 -0.1104 -0.3343 0.1127 0.0173
length doc. size
fraction of average -0.0387 -0.0822 0.1011 -0.0751 -0.1553
HTML docs doc. size
Table 4.17: Correlation coeﬃcient r for correlations to avg. number of
slashes and digits in URL, avg. path length, and fraction of HTML
documents
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We further observe from Table 4.17 that with increasing fraction of HTML
documents the path lengths become shorter and to a small extent the number of
digits in the URLs decrease. We interpret this behavior such that with increasing
fraction of HTML documents, the fraction of dynamic documents using session
IDs and other parameters in the URL decrease. Since session IDs etc. are in
general relatively large to avoid duplicate assignment, a larger fraction of static
HTML documents lead to shorter URL paths.
In summary, we conclude from Tables 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17 that the correlation
structure is very diﬀerent for the diﬀerent site classes. There are only two pairs
of structural properties which are correlated for all classes. All other pairs are
either not correlated with suﬃcient signiﬁcance or correlated for a subset of the
classes only. This indicates, that there seem to be no common rules for composing
Web sites, such as "the more pages a site has, the higher the probability of using
dynamic documents instead of static HTML documents". This is only true for
the classes Institution and Personal.
4.5 Application Example: Classiﬁcation of Web
Sites
The measurement results presented in this chapter can be well applied for the au-
tomated coarse classiﬁcation of Web sites. Such an classiﬁer is currently developed
by Lars Littig. However, to keep this thesis self-contained this section outlines
how the characterization presented in this chapter can be utilized for classifying
Web sites into the ﬁve coarse classes Brochure, Listing, Blog, Institution, and
Personal.
The naïve Bayesian classiﬁer [DHS01] is known to be a simple but eﬀective
technique for classiﬁcation tasks in several application domains like spam-ﬁltering,
text classiﬁcation, and pattern recognition. As the name "naïve" suggests this
method makes the simplifying assumption that the discriminating features, called
discriminators, are conditionally independent given the class. Although this as-
sumption does not hold in many applications, the naïve Bayesian classiﬁer nev-
ertheless provides excellent classiﬁcation performance [DP97]. In the application
considered here, the disciminators are given by the structural properties of Web
sites.
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The classiﬁer computes the probability that a Web site belongs to one of
the classes Brochure, Listing, Blog, Institution, or Personal, denoted as Ci, with
i = 1, . . . , 5 given the set of discriminators (i.e. structural properties) presented
in Section 4.3. This probability is denoted as P (Ci | ~x), where ~x = 〈x1, . . . , xd〉 is
a vector composed of the particular values observed for the discriminators of the
Web site to classify, and d is the number of discriminators. The computation is
based on several components. First, the likelihood of the discriminators given the
considered class, denoted as P (~x | Ci). Second, the prior probability reﬂecting
the fraction of existing Web sites for each class, denoted as P (Ci). Third, a
normalizing constant in the denominator, denoted as P (~x), which is invariant
across classes. Putting it all together according to Bayes' theorem the probability
of a Web site belonging to a speciﬁc class given the set of discriminators can be
computed by
P (Ci | ~x) = P (Ci)P (~x | Ci)
P (~x)
=
1
5
∏d
j=1 P (xj | Ci)∑5
i=1
[
1
5
∏d
j=1 P (xj | Ci)
] (4.1)
Since the fractions of Web sites in the Internet belonging to the particular
classes are a priori unknown, we assign for each class the same prior probabil-
ity, i.e. P (Ci) =
1
5
for i = 1, . . . , 5. The probabilities P (xj | Ci), j = 1, . . . , d,
i = 1, . . . , 5 are given by evaluating the appropriate probability density func-
tion fj,i modeling the distribution of discriminator j for class i at location
xj. These probability density functions are provided as model distributions in
Section 4.3 for each discriminator and site class. Note that using fj,i in equa-
tion 4.1 is not strictly correct because fj,i is a density function rather than a
probability. However, the probability for a random variable X lying in some
interval is given by P{x < X ≤ x+ h} = ∫ x+h
x
fj,i(x)dx. Taking into account
limh→0
P{x<X≤x+h}
h
= fj,i(x) we can approximate P{X = x} ≈ fj,i(x) · h for some
constant h. Since h appears in both the nominator and the denominator in equa-
tion 4.1, it cancels out. Thus, equation 4.1 holds for replacing P (xj | Ci) by the
probability density functions fj,i(xj).
By using the model distributions of the structural properties presented in
Section 4.3, the naïve Bayes classiﬁer achieves a classiﬁcation accuracy with a
precision of 76% and a recall of 74%. That is, the presented characterization of
the structural properties of Web sites allows their automated coarse classiﬁcation.
As mentioned in Section 1.1, this classiﬁcation beside others enables focused
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crawling and personalized ranking. Thus, this thesis indirectly contributes to the
improvement of Internet search engines.
4.6 Summary
This chapter presented a comprehensive measurement-based study of the German
Web. Analyzing structural properties of Web sites, we revealed subtle similarities
among functionally related categories of Web sites. In fact, Web sites of the cate-
gories Education, Foundation, Medical, and Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
(SME) exhibit a similar structure with respect to several measures, e.g. their num-
ber of known pages and their average external outdegree. Furthermore, Web sites
of the categories City, Forum, Information, and Shop possess signiﬁcant similarity
with respect to their fraction of HTML documents. Subsequently, we aggregated
the considered twelve Web site categories into the ﬁve classes Brochure, Listing,
Blog, Institution, and Personal.
The characterization of the structural properties of Web sites provides means
for an automated classiﬁcation into these ﬁve classes. We observed that number of
subdomains constitutes an excellent discriminating measure for Web sites of class
Institution. Additionally, Web sites of class Personal can be distinguished from
other classes inspecting their fraction of HTML documents. Blog sites exhibit a
large external outdegree. In contrast, sites of class Brochure have only few links
to external sites. Finally, sites of class Listing have in general many digits in their
URLs. Besides highlighting the diﬀerences between the considered site classes, we
characterized the structural properties by ﬁtting probability distributions to the
measured data. We showed that the distributions of structural properties can be
well captured by exponential, normal, lognormal, and Weibull probability distri-
butions. Furthermore, a detailed analysis of the correlation structure between the
structural properties revealed that site classes do not only diﬀer in the structural
properties but also in correlations between these properties.
The characterization presented in this chapter builds the basis for content-
independent automatic coarse classiﬁcation of Web sites. This classiﬁcation could
improve the quality of search results in Internet search engines by enabling fo-
cused crawling and personalizes ranking. Furthermore, it supports the manual
categorization process of Web directories.
Chapter 5
Concluding Remarks
Due to the dynamic structure and great popularity of P2P ﬁle sharing systems
and the ever increasing amount of information available in the World Wide Web,
a key research challenge for both Internet applications is to develop algorithms
for eﬃciently ﬁnding data which is relevant to the user. This thesis supports
these research tasks by presenting measurement studies and characterizations
of the workload in P2P ﬁle sharing systems and of the structural properties of
Web sites. The characterization and modeling of the query behavior in P2P ﬁle
sharing systems is essential for the development and evaluation of novel search
protocols. Moreover, exploiting the structural properties of Web sites enables
the development of new Internet search engine technology which signiﬁcantly
improves the quality of search results.
Characterization of the Query Behavior in Peer-to-Peer File Sharing
Systems
As a building block for the performance evaluation of P2P ﬁle sharing systems,
this thesis provided a detailed synthetic workload model for the query behavior
of peers in a P2P ﬁle sharing system. In order to obtain representative data of the
user behavior in current P2P ﬁle sharing systems, we conducted a comprehensive
measurement study of the messages exchanged in the Gnutella overlay network
which is one of the most popular P2P ﬁle sharing systems today. Our analysis
approach has three unique key features. (1) We only considered queries which
were issued by direct neighbors in the Gnutella overlay topology. By this, each
query is uniquely related to its issuer. (2) We ﬁltered out queries which certain
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client implementation automatically issued in order to improve responsiveness
of the system. Those automated queries are e.g. re-queries with identical query
string which are issued to ﬁnd more sources for continuing a running download.
To identify those automated queries, this thesis presented ﬁve ﬁlter rules imple-
menting appropriate heuristics. Applying these ﬁlter rules, we separated pure user
behavior from system-speciﬁc features. (3) By relating each query to the corre-
sponding issuer, we analyzed the query workload of individual peers opposed to
aggregate measures presented in previous work. This enabled for each query the
identiﬁcation of the geographical region, the time-of-day, and other user session
related measures.
For deriving a synthetic workload model, this thesis characterized all workload
measures required to model the user-induced query behavior. These measures
include the fraction of connected sessions that are passive, i.e. which do not
include user-induced queries, the duration of such sessions, and for each active
session, the number of queries issued, the interarrival times between issuing two
subsequent queries, the time between session start and issuing the ﬁrst query, the
time between issuing the last query and end of session, and the popularity of the
issued queries. For all measures, the proposed workload model captures the key
correlations to the geographical region of the peer, the time-of-day, and to other
workload measures, such that realistic synthetic workload can be generated. The
characterization revealed the following key observations:
1. Automated re-queries generated by the client software have a signiﬁcant
impact on most workload measures. This observation shows on the one
hand that these queries have to be ﬁltered out to characterize user behavior.
On the other hand it indicates potential for improving the Gnutella search
algorithm to make automated re-queries obsolete.
2. The 100 most popular queries change signiﬁcantly from one day to the next.
That is, in a measurement study over multiple days, the relative popularity
of individual queries may be low, while the relative popularity for the same
queries may be high considering a single day only. Thus, realistic synthetic
workload models for generating detailed query behavior must not be based
on the aggregate query popularity derived from a multiple-day measure-
ment.
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3. 97% of the queries issued from peers in North America are not issued by
peers in Europe, and vice versa. This observation may have signiﬁcant im-
pact on the design of future P2P systems, in that it shows that the interests
of peers in diﬀerent geographical regions diﬀer signiﬁcantly (at least at a
speciﬁc point in time). That is, the performance of P2P ﬁle sharing systems
may be signiﬁcantly improved by taking the geographical region of the peers
into consideration. For example, queries could be directed only to peers in
the same geographical region, because there the interest in the same ﬁle,
and therewith the probability of getting results, is much stronger.
4. The number of queries per session and passive session duration are also
sensitive to geographical region, with peers in Europe issuing more queries
per session and having longer passive session durations, on average. Again
this observation underlines the importance of distinguishing between peers
from diﬀerent geographical regions when generating realistic workload.
5. The time between the last query and the end of the session has a much
heavier tail than the time between queries. That is, peers tend to remain
passively connected to the Gnutella network after issuing their last query
much longer than they are passive between two subsequent queries. This
indicates, that, in general, peers connect to the P2P system, issue a number
of queries for ﬁnding the ﬁles of interest and then stay connected passively
while downloading the found ﬁles.
As stated above, the analysis presented in this thesis showed that there are
substantial diﬀerences in the query behavior of peers in diﬀerent geographical
regions. Similarly, Le Fessant et al. identiﬁed geographical as well as interest-
based locality in the ﬁles shared by the peers [FHKM04]. Sripanidkulchai et al.
additionally found interest-based locality in download requests of KaZaA and
Gnutella peers [SMZ03]. While these studies provide initial indication for interest-
based or geographical clustering of peers, the degree and implications of this
phenomenon is subject to future research directions.
A second future research ﬁeld arises from the increasing prevalence of mobile
devices such as notebooks, personal digital assistants, or smart phones. Equipped
with wireless network technology these devices may form self-conﬁguring Mobile
Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) which enable multi-hop communication without
central infrastructure, or connect to the Internet via base stations. Although these
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mobile networks gain increasing popularity the characteristics and performance
of P2P systems run over those networks are entirely unknown, thus constituting
an additional research challenge.
Characterization of Web Sites by their Structural Properties
As second main contribution, this thesis identiﬁed substantial diﬀerences in the
structural properties of Web sites which allow for their automated classiﬁcation.
The automated classiﬁcation of Web sites enables novel functionality of Internet
search engines like focused crawling and personalized ranking. Thus, this thesis
indirectly contributes to the improvement of Internet search engine technology.
The characterization of Web sites presented in this thesis is based on a compre-
hensive measurement study of the German part of the Web. The study comprises
more than 2,300 Web sites consisting of more than 11 million Web pages and re-
ﬂect the twelve major categories of Web sites. These categories include, amongst
others, academic sites, Web logs, information portals, online shops, the Web pres-
ence of small and medium -sized enterprises (SME), as well as private homepages.
Thus, the analysis is based on a representative data set for the German Web.
As ﬁrst key observation, our analysis revealed that Web sites of functional re-
lated categories exhibit similar structure with respect to several measures. These
measures reﬂect the size, the organization, the composition of URLs and the link
structure of the sites. For example, Web sites belonging to the categories Educa-
tion, Medical, Foundation, and SME have the same function in that they present
information about a speciﬁc institution. Similarly, sites from the categories City,
Forum, Information, and Shop list a large number of items, i.e. products in the
case of online shops or news in the case of information portals. These sites are
also similar in their number of pages and their average external outdegree, i.e.
in their structural properties. Furthermore, Web sites of the categories City, Fo-
rum, Information, and Shop possess signiﬁcant similarities with respect to their
fraction of HTML documents. These similarities allowed the aggregation of the
twelve Web site categories into the ﬁve classes Brochure, Listing, Blog, Institution,
and Personal based on both, structural properties and function.
Based on these ﬁve classes of Web sites, this thesis presented a detailed char-
acterization of the structural properties of Web sites belonging to the diﬀerent
classes. Key observations of this characterization include:
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1. The number of known pages is an excellent measure for distinguishing be-
tween sites of the classes Brochure and Personal (which are very similar in
this property) from sites of the classes Listing and Institution (which are
also similar in this measure). That is, sites of the former group have on
average fewer pages than sites of the latter group. The number of pages of
Web log sites lies on average between the two groups.
2. The average document size distinguishes sites belonging to class Personal
from sites of class Blog and sites of the other classes. On average, sites
from class Personal have the smallest document sizes, i.e. more than 85% of
these sites have an average document size of less than 20 kBytes. In contrast,
37% of the Web logs have an average document size of more than 20 kBytes.
Sites from the other classes exhibit even larger documents on average. Since
the document size is measured without considering embedded objects like
pictures, this result shows that private homepages and Web logs provide less
information per page than the sites of the other classes. Combined with the
results obtained for the number of pages, our analysis veriﬁes that private
homepages and Web logs are typically small compared to the other sites.
3. The pages of sites belonging to class Listing have many internal outlinks,
whereas pages of sites from class Personal link to only few other pages on
the same site. While it could be expected that this behavior is caused by
the diﬀerent number of pages (the more pages you have, the more pages
you can link to), the correlation analysis of the number of known pages and
average internal outdegree shows no signiﬁcant correlation for all classes
but Institution.
4. Blog sites exhibit a large external outdegree while sites of class Brochure
have only few links to external sites. This is clearly caused by the diﬀerent
purpose of the sites. While Web logs are destined for providing strong link
structure to other Web logs, sites of class Brochure try to prevent a surfer
from leaving the site by not linking to potential competitors.
5. Web sites of class Personal can be distinguished from other classes inspect-
ing their fraction of HTML documents. That is, private homepages most
often completely consist of static HTML documents, while sites from the
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other classes are typically at least partly composed of dynamic HTML doc-
uments generated by PHP, ASP, JSP, or some other server-side scripts.
6. Listing sites use on average more digits in the URLs. Since the items listed
on sites of class Listing such as news or products are more dynamic than the
information presented e.g. on private homepages or institutional sites, the
pages are typically generated using certain item IDs. Furthermore, many
of these sites, in particular online shops, make extensive use of session IDs.
Thus, the IDs lead to large number of digits in the URLs.
7. The average path length signiﬁcantly correlates to the number of slashes and
the number of digits for all classes of Web sites. This shows that long URL
paths are caused by URLs with many slashes, i.e. a deep tree structure of the
Web server's ﬁle system, and by URLs with many digits, i.e. long session or
item IDs. Other signiﬁcant correlations between structural properties only
hold for subsets of site classes. Thus, sites belonging to diﬀerent classes not
only diﬀer in the values of structural properties but also in the correlations
between them.
The results gained in this thesis open up a number of future research direc-
tions. Exploiting the diﬀerences in the structural properties for developing an
automated classiﬁer is a straightforward extension of this thesis. Initial experi-
ments with a naïve Bayesian approach conducted by Lars Littig already yielded
classiﬁcation accuracy with a precision of 76% and a recall of 74%. Nevertheless,
the development of more advanced classiﬁers based on the structural properties
of Web sites may likely achieve even higher classiﬁcation accuracy. Furthermore,
the comparison of the structural properties of Web sites in other geographical
regions with those from Germany presented in this thesis will provide additional
understanding of geographical inﬂuences. Finally, since the Internet is changing
with incredible velocity (suppose e.g. the rapid advent of Web logs) an important
question is, how the structural properties change over time. The examination of
the evolution of Web site structure would foster the insight into the forces that
drive the Web.
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